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FOREWORD

The Spanish telecasts have been prepared as one
of several instructional telecast series for use
by elementary teachers in the Milwaukee Public
Schools. These telecasts are intended to provide
Milwaukee school children with a rich, well-devel-
oped resource for the classroom.

It is hoped that this guide and the resources of
television will help each classroom teacher to ful-
fill more completely his potentialities as a teadher.

The telecasts are designed to relate to the on-
going curriculum and their primary purposes are as
follows:

1. To feature introductory motivations
which will allow classes freedom of
choice to interpret and develop activ-
ities in many different directions.

2. To encourage pupils to develop and
improve processes of thinking and
planning as they participate in
classroom activities.

3. To provide pupils with rewarding and
unusual experiences through the
medium of television which would be
difficult or impossible to do in the
classroom.

The instructional telecasts produced by the Milwaukee
Public Schools are broadcast in cooperation with WMVS-TV
transmitting on Channel 10. The station is owned and
operated by the Milwaukee Vocational Technical and Adult
Schools, and provides broadcast services for a number of
agencies throughout the greater Milwaukee area.
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TO THE TEACHER

There is a 40-minute weekly time allotment for
instruction in Spanish in the elementary school at the
sixth grade level. This time should be spent in viewing
the,telecasts and in conducting the follow-up activities.

Purposes of the Course

To develop the ability to understand and
speak a foreign language within a frame-
wcrk of limited conversational expressions.

To help pupils obtain a better idea of what
is involved in the study of a foreign language.

To create interest in other peoples' languages
and their customs.

To enrich learning by correlating a foreign
language with other phases af the school
curriculum such as: social studies, art,
music, and physical education.

Pupil Achievement Goals for This Semester

Pupils should be able to:
1) Understand the dialogaes when spoken at a normal rate

of speed.

2) Associate what is said in the dialogues with the
visual image of the person, object, or action.

3) Imitate the dialogues with correct intonation and
pronunciation.

4) React spontaneously to greetings, farewells, classroom
directions, and courtesy expressions.

5) Respond automatically to questions concerning: clock
time (on the hour), name, weather, and location of
objects, persons, or countries.

6) Identify common classroom objects.

7) Substitute various nouns within certain language
patterns.

8) Recognize a few of the basic customs, gestures, and
courtesies of Spanish-speaking people.
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Lesson Content and TeachinA Procedures

The dialogue in each lesson involves an activity in the

school, outside the school, or in the home. The dialogues
contain expressions which pupils and teachers are able to use

everyday.

Language patterns from each dialogue are purposely
re-entered in later lessons with new vocabulary items.

The basic teaching procedure used in the telecasts follows
the approach advocated by the Modern Language Association and

the United States Office of Education:

"The first presentation of vocabulary and
structure is oral without any reference to
the printed page, so that the pupils are
able to say easily all the material they
are going to read. This procedure has the

following advantages:

1. The pupil pronounces more accurately
by imitation of the spoken sounds and
his pronunciation is not influenced by

a spelling which may resemble English.

2. Fluency is assured and no time is lost

in interpreting new vocabulary, since

the pupil already knows what the sen-
tences say and needs only to practice
recognizing the written forms as he

did when he began reading his own
language1u1

1. Mbdern Foreign Languages in the Elementary School --

Teaching Techniques, Elizabeth Keese, Specialist,

Foreign Languages, U. S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, 1960.
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Role of the Classroom Teacher

In order for pupils to receive maximum benefit from
the telecasts, the classroom teacher must establish the
peoper attitude amd climate for learning a foreign lang-

uage. The following procedures are recommended:

1. Prepare the pupils before each telecast by
reading the dialogue "Situation" to them.

2. Falow the reading of the "Situation" by holding
up the Visual Cue Cards and giving the dialogue
expressions in English.

3. Do not pronounce the Spanish expressions for the
class prior to the telecast.

4 Insist on complete attention and active parti-
cipation by the pupils as you move around the
classroom during the telecast.

5. Participate with your pupils during the telecast
by imitating and repeating the expressions being
taught.

6. Delay writing the conversational patterns until
they have first been shown in print on the
telecast.

7. Discourage pupils from writing in phonics what is
heard on the telecast.

8. Confine the use of Spanish in the classroom to
those basic expressions used on the telecast.
This will help to eliminate common errors made
by pupils in grammatical structure.

9. Use the Spanish expressions in appropriate sit-
uations during the school day.

10. Select one or two of the listed "Follow-up
Activities" for additional practice after the
telecast.

11. Use the record in the following manner:
-Listen to the Spanish expressions of the dialogue
for comprehension, rhythm, and intonation.
-Play the second part of the lesson that contains
the pauses for pupil repetition. Proceed as
follows:

Entire class imitates the voice on the record
Sections af the class imitate the voice
Individual pupils imitate the voice

12. Encourage pupils to take the records home for
additional practice.



13. Use the Visual Cue Cards after the telecast to prac-
tice the lesson. Follow the suggestions listed in
the "Follow-up Activities" and in the Visual Cue Card
notebook.

14. Give each pupil a Spanieh name. Some common Spanish
names, their pronunciations, and English equivalents
can be found in the back of this guide.

15. Help pupils see how impartant their active partici-
pation is in learning Spanish by carefully reading
the following "Pointers for Pupils" to them.

Pointers for Pubqs

1. Listen carefully:
-to the dialogue"Situation when it is read to you in
English before the telecast. This will make it
easier for you to understand what will be taught on
the telecast lesson.
-to the studio teacher and imitate silently what you
hear.

2. Repeat as accurately as you can when instructed to do
so by: your classroom teacher, your studio teacher,
and the voice on the record.

3. Pay close attention to:
-the Objects and gestures being used. They will help
you determine the meaning of what is being said in
Spanish.
-the movement of the lips and tongue of the studio
teacher as she models the Spanish expressions.

4. Practice each expression until you know it by heart.
Use the records to help you. Use these expressions
in class, at home, and with your friends.
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Resources for Teachers

Telecasts for Teachers

These telecast lessons are especially designed to help

the classroom teacher become acquainted with the lesson

material prior to the telecasts for pupils. The exact

time and dates will appear on the monthly "Television

Schedule."

In-Service Course

An in-serAce course is offered each year to help class-

room teachers with the basic expressions and fundamentals

of Spanish.

Visits

The services of the studio teacher and supervisors are

available for additional help in Spanish and for selecting
additional materials, skits, and programs. Teachers are

requested to make arrangements for these visits through

their principal.

Visual Cue Cards

Visual Cue Cards have been prepared for each dialogue

in every lesson. The back of each Visual Cue Card contains
the Spanish expression, the phonetic pronunciation, and the

English translation. The pictures are a valuable aid in
providing a visual stimulus which will help the pupils more

easily recall the dialogues. Their continued use is recom-

mended for more effective learning.

Records

The records contain all of the dialogues and songs

presented in the telecast lessons. Additional record
sets may be obtained on request.
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GETTING OUT OF BED LESSON 1

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mother calls Thomas and Peter to get up for school.

Thomas asks Peter what time it is. Peter says it is seven

o'clock. Thomas remarks that it is a nice day. Mbther agrees

and tells Jibe boys to hurry.

Visual CUR Cards Now that Itve read the "Situation" to you,

look at the cards for this lesson. Watch each picture care-
fully so you can associate it with the dialogue expressions

that I will now read to you in English.

DIALOGUE

Mamg:
Tomgs:
Pedro:
Tomgs:

Mama.:

Viaos, levAntense.
Pedro, qu hora es?
Son las siete.
Bace buen tiempo,

Lverdad?
Si, agrense.

Boys, get up.
Peter, what time is it?
It's seven o'clock.
The weather is nice,

isn't it?
Yes, hurry.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Play the record as you hold up the appro-

priate card. Pupils are to look at the ds as they repeat

each Spardsh expression. This helps them associate what they

see with what they say.

2. Practice LQue hora es? Es la una, Son las by having
three pupils each draw a clock on the board indicating a

certain time on the hour. Each pupil then points to his
clock and asks the class-LQue hora es? The class answers.

Rotate pupils at the chalkboard.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. When telling time in Spanish, the pattern is: Son las

for every hour after one oIclock. The expression for "It

is one o'clock" is: Es la una.

2. The last "d" in the word Verdad is pronounced like the "th"

in'"though." The stress is on the Last syllable.

3. To help you trill the "r" in Apirense, say "Pot ot tea"

rapidly. This tap af the tongue is approximately the way
the Spanish "r" sounds. There is no sound like the English

"r" in Spanish.



GETTING DRESSED LESSON 2

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mother tells the girls to hurry. Diane says
"Just a moment." Linda asks Diars if she likes her sweater.
Diane says she does. Mother calls again to ask if they are
ready. lhe girls are ready.

Visual Cue Cards Keep the "Situation" that I have read to
you in mind. Naw look at these cards as I give you the
expressions for the dialogue in English.

DIALOGUE

Mamg:
Diana:
Linda:
Diana:
Mama:
Diana y
Linda:Si, mama. Yes, mom.

Diana, Linda, agrense.
Un momento, mamg.
ZTe gusta mi sugter?
Si, me guata.
LEstgn listas?

Diane, Linda, hurry.
OM moment, mom. ,

Do you like my sweater?
Yes, I like it.
Are you. ready?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Place the cards on the bulletin board
for pupil reference as they practice the dialogue with
the record.

2. Select the first pupil in each row to tell the two pupils
directly behind him to hurry. Begin with row 1. Example:
Diego, Luisa, aptirense.. The pupils addressed answer Un
momento, Pablo. Continue with the other rows.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The question, "Are yau ready," LEstan listas?, refers to
girls. LEstAn listos? refers to boys or boys and girls.

2. A) ate gusta ---___? is used to ask if a single object
is liked. B) ae gustan ? is used to ask if more
than one object is liked. The answer follows the same
patterns: A) Si, me gusta, B) Si, me gustan.

3. Spanish-speaking people indicate that a question is coming
by placing an upside down question mark in front af the
question. The usual question mark appears at the endialso.

9
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(2TTING READY FOR SCHOOL LESSON 3

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Thomas and Peter are getting ready for school.
It is eight o'clock and mother tells them to hurry. Thomas
asks his mother where his bicycle is. Mother says she doesn't
know. Thomas sees it and says, "Ah, it's over there." They
say good-bye. Before they leave, mother asks Peter where his
book is. Peter points to it.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation," I will
show you the cards and read the dialogue expressions to you
in English.

DIALOGUE

Mame:
Tomes:
Mame.:

Tomes:
Tomes:
Mame:

Pedro:

Apdrense. Son las ocho.
iDOnde este, mi bicicleta?
Yo no Se.
iAh! Este. alli.
Adi6s.
Pedro, ZdOnde est e. tu

libro?
Aqui esta, mama.

Hurry, It's eight o'clock.
Where is my bicycle?
I don't know.
Oh! It's aver there.
Goodbye.
Peter, where is your

book?
Here it is, mom.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Select one pupil to help you with this
lesson. Place the cards on the dhalktray and play the record.
Instruct the pupil to point to the appropriate characters or
pictures as the dialogue is heard. All pupils repeat during
the pauses.

2. Place the Visual Cue Card of the bicycle at a distance from
the pupils. Ask-LDOnde esta mi bicicleta? Pupils answer-
Este alli. Then place the card on a pupil's desk. Ask him
the same question. His answer should be-Aqui este, because
the object is near him. Use this same technique with-a6nde
esta mi libro?

3. Planning for the Next Lesson., Ask a volunteer to bring pic-
tures or drawings of the following objects: book, sweater,
shirt, bicycle, blouse. Each picture Should be mounted on a
separate sheet of paper.

10



GETTING READY FOR SGROOL LESSON 3

T.JANGUAGE HINTS

1. Close attention should be paid to the pronunciation of

cognates such as, mama. Stress the last syllable in the

word mamg to avoid anglicizing the pronunciation.

2. There is a difference between Estg alli, and Aqui estg4.

Estg alli refers to an object at a distance from the

speaker. Agui est6 refers to an object close to the

speaker,

3. Exclamations are emphasized by having the markers appear

both before and after the exclamation. The one preceding

the sentence is upside down.

1.010101. 1011111
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 1, 2, and 3 LESSON 4

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review
lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" and ehow you the
card for each dialogue.

Situation Mother is getting the boys up to go to school.
TE;;;Tas his brother, Peter, if it is a nice day. Peter
says it is. Mother asks if they are ready. They reply that
they are.

DIALOGUE

Mamg: iLevantense! Get up!
Tomes: Hace buen tiempo, Lverdad? The weather is nice, isn't It?
Pedro: Si, hace buen tiempo. Yes, the weather is nice.
Mamg: LEstan listos? Are you ready?
Tomas y
Pedro:Si, mama. Yes, mom.

Sihiation The school bus ie just about to arrive. Thomas is
looking for his sweater, and Peter is looking for his shirt.

Mother tells them where the articles are and tells them to
hurry.

DIALOGUE

Tomas:
Mama:
Pedro:
Mama:

ZDOnde est6 mi sueter?
Aqui esti.
4Y mi camisa?
Esta alli. Apdrenss.

Where is my sweater?
Here it is.
And my shirt?
It's over there. Hurry.

Situation The family is going to an afternoon movie. Father
reminds Diane and Linda that it is three o'clock. The girls
delay a moment, while Linda asks Diane if she likes her blouse.

Diane says she does. Father asks if they are ready and tells
them to hurry.

DIALOGUE

Papa:
Diana:
Linda:
Diana:
Papa:

Son las tree.
Un momento, papa.
LTe gusta mi blusa?
Si, MR gusta.
LEstgn listas?
Apdrense.

12

It's three o'clock
One moment, dad.
Do you like my blouse?
Yes, I like it.
Axe you ready?

Hurry.



REVIEW OF LESSONS 1. 2, and 3 LESSON 4

SUGGEST2D FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Place the pictures brou.jit in by the volunteer on the
chalkboard tray--picture side away from the class. Ask
the class-i,D6nde estA mi libro? All the pupils are to
answer-Yo no se Then turn the picture of the book toward
the class and say-Aqui esti. Follow the same procedure
substituting sue-ter, camisa, bicicleta, blusa for libro in
the question ZDOnde esti, mi

2. Visual Cue Cards Hold up each card and ask pupils to give
the Spanish expressions which they associate with each pic-
ture. Use the record as needed.

13



ON THE WAY TO SCHOOL LESSON 5
_

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation On the way to school Thomas meets his neighbor,

Mx. Lopez, who asks Thomas how he is feeling. Thomas replies

that he is fine. Mx. Lopez asks Thouas about Peter, his

older brother. Thomas says that Peter is in California.

Mr. Lopez comments about Califarnia's nice weather.

Visual Cue Cards Look at these cards for the dialogue as

I give you the expressions in English.

DIALOGUE

Sador LOpez: 1,C6mo est6s, Tom6s?

Tomits: Muy bien, gracias.

Sedor LOpez: LDOnde estA Pedro?

TomAs: Est6 en California.
Sedor LOpez: Ah, hace buen tiempo

tali.

How are you, Thomas?
Very fine, thank you.
Where is Peter?
He is in California.
Oh, the weather is nice

there.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Play the record. Have all pupils repeat each sentence. Play

the record again. Assign row 1 to take the part of Mr. Lopez

and row 2 to take the part af Thomas. Instruct these rows to

face each other. Do the same with rows 3 and 4. Each row is

to repeat its part as the record is played.

2. Point to a state on the map. Ask4D6nde estA Pedro? Pupils

are to answer-Est6 en by adding the name of the state

indicated. Continue by pointing to other states.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Lamo estgeand LCOmo est& usted? both mean "How are you?"

Lamo estAs? is used by an older person talking to a younger

person or to a friend. The teacher would use this form when

talking to a pupil, and pupils would use it among themselvea

Lamo est6 usted? is used when a yaunger person talks to an

older person, such as -a pupil addressing a teacher.

2. Watch the pronunciation of "11" in words such as alli. Pro-

nounce it with a "y" sound.

14-
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CALLING FOR FRIENDS LESSON 6

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Michael calls for Thomas and Peter Lerma. Mrs.
Lerma has forgotten Michael's name and asks him. He asks
if Thomas and Peter are ready. Thomas and Peter arrive and
say they are ready. Before leaving for school, Thomas says
that the weather is cold and Michael agrees.

Visual Cue Cards Watch as I dhow you the cards for the
dialogue and tell you in English what the persons are
saying.

DIALOGUE

Seffora Lerma:
Miguel:
Sellora Lerma:
Miguel:

TomAs y Pedro:
Tom6s:

Miguel:

ZCOmo te llamas?
Me llamo Miguel
iAh! Si, Miguel.
astgn listos TomAs
y Pedro?

Si, estamos listos.
Race frio, 'Lverdad?

Si, hace frio.

What is your name?
My name is Michael.
Oh, yes, Michael.
Are Thomas and Peter

ready?
Yes, we are ready.
The weather is cold,

isn't it?
Yes, it's cold.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Explain the dialogue situation to the
pupils again by referring to the appropriate cards.
Select four pupils to pantomime eadh role in the dialogue
as the record. lb played. All the pupils repeat during
the pauses. Select four other pupils to pantomime as the
lesson is replayed.

2. Tell the class that the question, "What is your name?"
can be asked in two ways in Spanish. Refer to the
Language Hints below. Select a pupil to help you demon-
strate the difference.

Teacher: ZCOmo te llamas?
Pupil 1: Me llamo Pedro.

Pupil 1: ZCOmo se llama usted?
Teacher: Me llamo el seilor Brown.

Pupil 1: LCOmo te llamas?
Pupil 2: Me llamo Juan.

15



CALLING FOR FRIENDS LESSON 6

IimmO 10.1.1.1v ....
LANGUAGE HINTS

1. LCOmo te llamas? and LCOmo se llama usted? both mean

"What is your name?" LCOmo te llamas? is used by an

older person (a teacherY talking to a younger person

(a pupil). 2.C6mo se llama usted? is used by a younger

person (a pupil) talking to an older person (a teacher).

2. The letter "h" in Spanish is never pronounced. Thus, in

Hace frio, the "h" is silent. However, in combination

with "c", as in mucho, the "oh" is pronounced as one letter.

16



211.211Ass_BEGINS LESSON

BEFORE TEE TELECAST

Situation Diane is late for class. As she walks in front
of Mrs. Silva, she excuses herself. After Mrs. Silva asks
Michael to close the door, she tells the class to stand
for the "Pledge of Allegiance." After the "Pledge," the
teacher tells the class to sit down.

Visual Cue Cards Listen as I give you the English expres-
sions while I show you the cards that will help you learn
this lesson's dialogue.

DIALOGUE

Diana:

Sefiora Silva:

Miguel:
Seidora Silva:
Miguel:

Sefiora Silva:

(Passing in front of
Con su permiso.
Pasts, Diana.
Miguel, cierra la

puerto., por favor.
Con mucho gusto.
Levgntense.
iAh! La jura de la
bandera.

Signtense, por favor.

teacher)
Excuse me.
Go ahead, Diane.
Michael, close the

door, please.

Stand up.
Oh, the pledge to

the flag.
Sit down, please.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Use the courtesy expressions: Con su permiso, Pass., and
Con mucho gusto daily in your classroom. The use of
Spanish in appropriate situations makes Spanish more
meaningful to the pupils.

as the teacher (21
class these commands:
puerta. This same

.

2. Select one pupil each day to act
maestro, la maestra) to give the
Levgntense, sientense, cierra la
pupil should announce La jura de la bandera

3. Visual Cue Cards Review for the test in lesson 8 by
holding up the appropriate cards from lessons 1-7 as
the records are played.

17



ii

THE CLASS BEGINS

.11 MOM.' MINIM

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The "j" in La jura de la bandera is pronounced with an "h"

sound.

2. The "rr" as in cierra does not have
sound. To produce the Spanish "rr"
tense tongue dhould vibrate against
two to five times.

a comparable English
sound, the tip of a
the roof of the mouth

18



TtST ON LESSONS 1 THROUGH LESSON 8

BEFORE THE TELECAST

How much Spanish do you remember? Today you will be

given a test to find aut how well you are doing. It will

measure your understanding of the expressions in the dia-

logues. Now take out paper and pencil.

Answer Test Item

.(A)

(B)
(A)

(B)

(B)

(B)

(A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

(A)

(A)

(A)

(B)

(A)

1. LCOmo te llamas?
Me llamoo Miguel.

2. Cierra la puerta.
3. Diana y Linda estAn.

listas.
4. Con su permiso.

Pasa.
5. Hace buen tiempo

en California.
6. Levgntense.
7. LQue hora es?

Son las siete.
8. j..Te gusta mi sue-ter

9. .,D6ride est6 mi bicicleta?

10. Yo no s6.
11. LCOIno est6s?

Muy bien, gracias.
12. Sientense
13. Apdrense.
14. Race frio.
15. Con mucho gusto.

CANCI6N El Charro

What is your name?
My name is Michael.
Close the door.
Diane and Linda are .

ready.
Excuse me.
You're excused.
The weather is nice

in California.
Get up.
What time is it?
It is seven o'clock.
Do you like my sweater?
Where is my bicycle?
I don't know.
How are you?
Very fine, thank you.
Sit down.
Hurry.
The weather is cold.
Gladly.

SONG The Cowboy

1) Estaba un charro sentado, 1) There was a cowboy seated,

En las trancas de un corral. On the rails of a fence.

(iRepitan!) (Repeat)

2) Su mayordomo le dice, 2) His crsian says to him,

.4110 estes triste, "Don't be sad, Nicholas."

(iRepitan!) (Repeat)
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TEST ON LESSONS 1 THROUGH 7 LESSON 8

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Correct the test after the telecast lesson.

2. Play the song, "El Charro," which appears on the song record.
First have the pupils listen. Then play the first verse
again and have the pupils sing along. The song can also be
found on page 112, of The American Singer, :econd edition,
book 5.
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A GWOGRAPHY LESSON LESSON 9

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation During a geography lesson, the teacher asks
Ann to locate Veracruz. Ann locates it correctly, and
asks if it is hot in Veracruz. The teacher says it is.

Visual Cue Cards To help you with this lesson's dialogue,
look at the cards as I give you the English expressions.

DIALOGUE

SeRora
Ana:
Sellora

Ana:

Silva: ZDOnde está Veracruz?
Veracruz estA aqui.

Silva: Est6 bien.
aace calor en Veracruz?

Sellora Silva: Si, es verdad.

Where is Veracruz?
Veracruz is here.
That's right.
Is the weather hot

in Veracruz?
it's true.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. DispLay a map of Latin America to help with the practice
of the expressions, ',DOnde est6 Veracruz? and Veracruz
est6 aqui. Use gestures and point to Veracruz as the
record is played and pupils repeat. Substitute other
geographical locations for Veracruz in the language
patterns.

2. Visual Cue Cards Hold up the appropriate card. Take the
part of Mrs. Silva in the dialogue and instruct all pupils
to respond as they take the part of Ann.

3. Practice the new verses of "El Charro" with the song
record. Have the girls sing the third verse and the
boys the fourth verse as they practice singing with
the record. After they have learned their lines, re-
verse the procedure.

CANCION El Charro SONG The Cowboy

3) Necesito buen caballo,
Buena silla y buen gabgn.

(iRepitan!)

4) Su mayordomo le dice,
-Lo que gustes, Nicolas.

(iRepitan!)
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3) I need a good horse,
A good saddle and a good

overcoat.
(Repeat)

4) His boss says to him,
"Whatever you want, Nicholas."

(Repeat)



A GEOGRAPHY LESSON LESSON 9

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The expression, estg aqui, is pronounced
word. Link the "a" sound in both words.

2. Refer to the back of the Visual Cue Card
for pronunciation help.

OOMOD

as if it

for this

were onel

lesson
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PREPARING TO GO OUT FOR RECESS LESSON 10

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mrs. Silva tells the pupils at the chalkboard

to sit down. She then asks Linda for the time. Linda

does not know. Ann says it is ten o'clock. Since it is

a nice day, the teacher says, "Let's go to the playgrounq'
and she begins to dismiss the class row by row.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation" to

you, watch carefully as I show you the cards for the
dialogue and give you the conversation in English.

DIALOGUE

Se-flora Silva:

Linda:
Ana:

Sehora Silva:

Alunnos

Se-flora Silva:

Sientense.
Linda, kue hora
Yo no se.
Son las diez.
Vamos al patio de

recreo.
Bueno.
Hace buen tiempo.
Esta fila.

Pasen ustedes.

Sit down.
es? Linda, what time is it?

I don't know.
It's ten o'clock.
Let's go to the
playgraand.

Good.
The weather is nice.
This row.
Pass.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Select a pupil to hold up the appro-
priate cards as the record is played. Circulate among

the pupils to help or correct their Spandsh pronuncia-

tion.

2. Instruct the pupil who is to be el maestro (la maestra)

for the next day to add Vamos al patio de recreo, and

Esta fila. Pasen ustedes. to the list of commands he

will give to the class. (See lesson 7 for additional

commands)

3. Learn the new verses of "El Charro" by having the first
three rows sing the fifth verse and the other rows the

sixth verse as they practice singing with the song.

record. Reverse the procedure.
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PREPARING TO GO OUT FOR RECESS LESSON 10Sn-
CANCION El Charro

5)-Esa chica que usted tiene
Con ella me he de casar.

(iRepitan!)

6) Su mayordomo le dice,
-Tiene clueflo, Nicolgs.

(iRepitan!)

SONG The Cowboy

, 5r That girl of yours,
I'm determined to marry her."

(Repeat)

6) His boss says to him,
"She's promised, Nicholas."

(Repeat)

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The girls' names are Linda (leen-dah) and, Ana (ah-nah).

Be careful to pronounce these names in the Spanish way.

2. The "v" in Vamos and the "b" in Bueno, because they come
at the beginning of an utterance, are pronounced like the

English "b" in km. The English sound of "v" does not

exist in Spanish.



PLAYING BASEBALL
LESSON 11'.

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation At recess, Thomas wants to play baseball.

Michael says he likes baseballsand Peter asks where the

ball is. Thomas says he doesn't know. The problem is

settled when Michael says he has the ball, and Thomas says

he has the bat.

Visual Cue Cards Now look at the cards as I tell you the

English expressions for this dialogue.

DIALOGUE

Tomgs:
Miguel:
Pedro:
Tomgs:
Miguel:
Tomgs:

Vamos a jugar al beisbol

Si, me gusta el bgisbol.
a6nde estg la pelota?
Yo no se.
Yo tengo la pelota.
Y yo tengo el bate.

Let's play baseball.
Yes, I like baseball.
Where is the ball?
I don't know.
I have the ball.
And I have the bat.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Place the cards for this lesson in

the chalktray. Choose three boys to act out the roles

in this lesson. Each boy is to point to his character

and the action depicted as the record is played. The

class should repeat as they follow the record and the

actions.

2. Select three boys to enact this dialogue using actual

objects, baseball,and bat.

3. Play the song record to learn the last verses of

"El Charro." An audio tape, containing only the piano

and guitar accompaniment, is available upon request

from the studio teacher.

CANCI6N El Charro SONG The Cowboy

7) Nicolgs se desespera, 7) Nicholas despairs,

Y se quiere desbarrancar. And wants to jump off a

(iRepitan!) cliff
(Repeat)

8) Su mayordomo le dice, 8) His boss says to him,

.De cabeza, Nicolgs. qclead first, Nicholas."

(iRepitan!) (Repeat)
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1

PLAYING BASEBALL LESSON 11

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Avoid English pronunciation in the words, b4isbol (bayz-
bohl) and bate (bah-tay).

2. The letter "y" when it appears alone is pronounced (ee).
Avoid the English dipthong glide.

EL CHARRO

1) Estaba un charro sentado,
En las trancas de un corral.

(iRepitam!)

2) Su mayordomo le dice,
-No est& triste, Nicolgs.'

(iRepitan!)

3) -Necesito buen caballo,
Buena silla y buen gabgn.

(iRepitan!)

4) Su mayordomo le dice,
-Lo que gustes, Nicolgs.

(iRepitan!)

-Esa chica qum usted tiene,
Con ella mm hm de casar.

(iRepitan!)

6) Su mayordomo le dice,
-Tienm duefio, Nicolgs.

(iRepitan!)

7) Nicolgs se desespera,
Y se quiere desbarrancar.

(iRepitan!)

8) Su mayordomo le dice,
-De cabeza, Nicolgs.

(iRepitan!)

5)

1) There was a cowboy seated,
On the rails of a fence.

(Repeat)

2) His foreman says to him,
"Don't be sad, Nicholas."

(Repeat)

3) "I need a good horse,
A good saddle and a good

overcoat."
(Repeat)

4) His boss says to him,
"Whatever you want, Nicholas!'

(Repeat)

5) "That girl of yours,
I'm determined to marry her."

(Repeat)

6) His boss says to him,
"She's pnomised, Nicholas."

(Repeat)

7) Nicholas despairs,
And wants to jump off a cliff.

(Repeat)

8) His boss says to him,
"Head first, Nicholas."

(Repeat)



REVIEW OF LESSONS 9, 10, AND 11 LESSON 12

BEFORE MEE TELECAST

Visual CUR Cards There are three dialogues in this review

lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" and show you

the card for each dialogue.

Situation Thomas is at Michael's home. It's a nice day

and they decide to go to the playground. Michael asks

his mother where his bat is. He finds it after she says

she doesn't know. Thomas says he has the ball.

DIALOWE

Miguel: Vamos al patio de recreo.

Tomgs: Si, hace buen tiempo.
Mama, ZdOnde est e. mi bate?

Mamg: Yo no se.
Miguel: iAh! este. alli.

Tomist Y yo tengo la pelota.

Let's go to the play-
ground.

Yes, the weather is nice.
MDM, where is my bat?
I don't know?
Oh, it's aver there.
And I have the ball.

Situation The bus is ready tm leave. The bus driver,

Mr. Garcia, tells the children to sit down. Michael,

who is on the bus, calls out to Thomas and Peter to

hurry. Thomas asks the busdriver to wait a moment since

he doesn't know where his book is. Michael says that he

has Thomas' book. The driver asks if they are ready,

and they say they are.

DIALOGUE

Sedor Garcia:
Miguel:
Tomgs:

Miguel:
Sedor Garcia.
Miguel, Tomgs

Pedro:

Signtense, nifriok.
Tomgs, Pedro, Wirense
Un momento.
Minde estg mi libro?
Yo tengo tu libro.
LEstgn listos?

Estamos listos.

27

Sit down, children.
! Thomas, Peter, hurry.
One moment.
Where is my book?
I have your book.
Are you ready?

We're ready.



REVIEW OF LESSONS 9, 10, AND 11 LESSON 12

Situation The girls are at Ann's house studying geography
together. Diane asks if it is cold in Panama. Ann gays

it is hot in Panama. Diane asks what time it is, and Ann
is suprised that it is already nine o'clock. They say

good-bye.

DIALOGUE

Diana:

Ana:

Diana:

aace frio en Panama?

No, hace calor en
Panamg.

LQu6 hora es?

Is the weather cold in Pan-
ama?

No, the weather is hot in
Panama.

What time is it?

Ana: Ay, son las nueve. Oh, it's nine o'clock.

Diana: Adi6s, Ana. Hasta mailana.Good-bye,Ann. See you to-
morrow.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual CUR Cards Choose pupils to play the roles in the

first dialogue. Point to the characters and actions on the
card as you teach the pupils their parts. Have the aass
repeat. Follow the same procedure using other pupils for
dialogues 2 and 3. Use actlal objects such.as ball, bat,
book, map, etc., whenever referred to in the%dialogues.

Play the record as needed.

2. Review the weather expressions in dialogues 1 and 3. Use

the calendar and point to any month in "A" below. Ask the

class-LHace calor? They should answer-Si, hace calor. Ask
the questiors in "B" and "C" and follow the same procedure

as the pupils give the appropriate answers.

Ho

aace calor?

June
July
August

Si hace calor

t1311

LHace buen tiempo?

April
May
September
October

Si hace buen tiem o.
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iZace frio?

November
December
January
February
March

Si hace frio.



PREPARING FOR A WRITING ACTIVITY LESSON 13

BEFORE THE TE1ECAST

Situation The teacher is asking the class to write. Ann
does not have her pencil and Michael gives her one. Ann
thanks him and Michael says, "You're welcome."

Visual Cue Cards Now I'll read the English expressions
for the dialogue to you as I hold up tl'e cards.

DIALOGUE

Seliora Silva: Vamos a escribir.
Ana: No tengo mi lfipiz.
Miguel: Aqui tienes un lipiz.
Ana: Gracias.
Miguel: De nada.

Let's write.
I don't have my pencil
Here is a pencil.
Thank you.
You're welcome.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Play the record. Pupils listen and repeat as they pan-
tomime using the'same gestures and objects that were used
on the television lesson.

2. Ask each pupil in the first row to pretend he does not
have a pencil as he says-No tengo mi lipiz. Each pupil
in the second row gives the pupil across from him a pen-
cil and says-Aqui tienes un ldpiz. The first row.replies-
Gracias and the second row secys-De nada. Continue tie
dialogue practice with the other rows.

3. Visual Cue Cards You may wish to select certain pupils
to color the cards to highlight the objects and actions.

=1111.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. In Spanish the "b" and "v" have the same sound. At the
beginning of an utterance, or after "m" or "n", they are
pronounced almost like the Eneish "b" as in "boy."
Example: vamos. In all other positions, the "b" and "v"
are pronounced with a "bv" sound. Example: escribir.

I

This sound is made by having the lips barely touch each
other.
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PREPARING TO EXCHANGE PAPERS LESSON 14

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation While the pupils are oompleting an activity at

their desks, Michael is whispering. The teacher asks for

silence, and Michael begs her pardon. She then asks if

they are ready and tells them to exchange papers.

Visual Cue Cards Here are the cards fbr this lesson's dia-

logue. Watch each picture carefully so you can associate

it with the expression.

DIALOGUE

Seaora Silva:
Miguel:
Set-lora Silva:

Alumnos:
Seaora Silva:

Silencio, por favor.
Perdone, maestra.
Niaos, Lestgn listos?

SI, estamos listos.
Vamos a cambiarse

los papeles.

Quiet, please.
Pardon me, teadher.
Boys and girls, are
you ready?

Yes, we are ready.
Let's exchange

papers.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Take the role of the teadher in this dia-

logue. As you say the teacher's expressions, point to the

correct actions on the card. Tell the pupils to follow your

directions and answer your questions. Use the record as

desired, especially with the last line which is new.

2. Instruct the pupil who will tl el maestro la maestra) for

the following day to add Silencio and Vamos a cambiarse los

papeles, to the commands he will give the class.

3. Ask pupils to bring hand puppe:s or cutouts pasted on card-

board to represent the roles in the next lesson.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Latin American pupils will often use maestra when addressing

their teacher. The English translation is a bit awkward.

2. The "n" in hifios is pronounced like the saand in "onion."
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CORRECTING AN ASSIGNMENT LESSON 19

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation The class is correcting the last question on
the papers that they have exchanged. Thomas and Diane
say they know the answer. The teacher tells them to
raise their hand, and calls on Diane. Diane's answer is
correct, but the teacher tells her to speak louder. The

teacher again asks the class to exchange papers.

Visual Cue Cards Keep the "Situation" that I have read
to you in mind. Now look at these cards as I give you
the expressions for the dialogue in English.

DIALOGUE

Sellora Silva:
TomAs y Diana:
Se/lora Silva:

Diana:
Seaora Silva:
Diana:
Seaora Silva:

Ndmero diez.
Yo la se.
Levanten la mano,

por favor.
Es Colombia.
MAs alto, por favor
Es Colombia.
Vamos a cambiarse

los papeles.

Number ten
I know it.
Raise your hand,

please.
Itts Colombia.

. Louder, please.
It's Colombia.
Letts exchange

papers.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Ask thzee pupils to animate their puppets for the
appropriate characters in this dialogue. As the
record is played, the puppets are animated and all
pupils repeat.

2. Instruct the pupil who is to be el maestro (la
maestra) for the next day to add ?as alto and
Levanten la mano or favox.,to the list of commands
he will give to the class.

!LANGUAGE HINTS

11. In the Spanish pronunciation of Colombia each "o" is pro-
nounced "oh." Avoid a dipthong glide.

2. The pronunciation of the Spanish "t" is different from the
English "t." The tongue touches the back of the upper front
teeth for the Spanish "t." The tongue for the English "t"
touches the ridge of the roof of the mouth.
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TEST ON LESSONS 9 THROUGH 15 LESSON 16

BEFORE THE TELECAST

This is the second test of the semester. It will cover

the dialogue expressions from lessons 9-15. Have paper

and pencil ready.

Answer Test Item

(Si) 1.
(81) 2.

(No) 3.

(S1) 4.
(No) 5.

(No) 6.

(SI) 7.

(No)

(SI)

(No)

(Si)

(No)

(No)
(Si)

(Si)

Estg bien.
Levanten la mano.
Vanos al patio de recreo.
Hace calor.
Vanos a jugar al beisbol.
Yo tengo la palota.
Yo tengo el bate.

That's right.
Raise your hand.
Tet's go to the playground.
The weather is hot.
Let's play baseball.
I have the ball.
I have the bat.

8. Vanos a escribir.
9. No tengo mi lfipiz.

10. Gracias.
De nada.

Letts write.
I don't have my pencil.
Thank you.
You're welelme.

11 . Perdone, maestra. Pardon me, teacher.

12. Estamos listos. We're ready.

13. Pigs alto. Louder.

14. Ye la se. I know it.

15. Vmnos a cambiarse los Let's exchange

papeles. papers.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Correct the test given on television.

2. Visual Cue Cards Identify those test items missed most

frequently. Use the cards from lessons 9-15 to review

these Spanish expressions.

3. Practice
can also
enlarged

"El Tortillero" with the song record. The music

be found on page 81, of Singing in Harmony,

edition.

4. The film, "El Tortillero" catalogue #6013, can be ordered

thraugh the Museum Film Loan Services. It is excellent

for additional help in teaching and learning the song.
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TEST ON LESSONS 9 THROUGH 15 LESSON 16

CANCION El Tortillero

Noche oscura, nada Imo,
Pero Ilevo mi farol
Por tus puertas voy pasando
Y cantando con amor.

Mas voy cantando
Con mucha pena.
LQuien compra mis

tortillitas?
iTortillas buenas!

SONG The Tortilla Seller

Dark night, nothing do I see,
But I carry my lantern
As I pass your doorway
Singing with love.

But I go on singing
With great sorrow.
Who will buy my small

tortillas?
Good tortillas!

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The Chilean folk song, "El Tortillero," tells the story i

of a street vyndor selling tortillas. In Chile, tortilla

look like small muffins. The song is also popular in

other Latin American countries.

2. Remember the Spanish sounds of "11" and "r". In

tortillero, tortillas, and tortillitas, pronounce the

"11" with a "y" sound. Trill the "r" with the tongue
vibrating against the roof of the mouth.



COLLECTING LUNCH MONEY LESSON 17

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mrs. Silva asks how many pupils are going to eat

hot lunch in the cafeteria. Linda, one of the cadets, asks

the pupils to raise their hand's as dhe counts and gives the

number to the teacher. Mrs. Silva then thanks her.

Visual Cue Cards Remember the "Situation" I have just read

to you as I show you the cards for the dialogue and tell you

the expressions in English.

DIALOGUE

Sehora Silva: ZCugntos van a la
cafeteria?

Linda: iLevanten la mano!
lino, dos, tres,
cuatro, ainco, seis,
siete, ocho, nueve,
diez, once, doce.
Doce.

Seiiora Silva: Gracias.

Linda: De nada.

How many are going to
the cafeteria?

Raise your hands.
One, two three,
four, five, six,
seven, eight, nine,
ten, eleven, twelve.
Twelve.
Thank you.
You're welcome.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Write the numbers from 1 to 12 on the chalkboard. Ask-

.'itugntos van a la cafeteria? as you point to a number.

Pupils are to respond with the correct number. Thank

them-Gracias. Pupils should respond-De nada. Continue

asking the question as you point to other numbers. Then

instruct a pupil to ask the question as he points to the

numbers.

2. The pupil viho is taking the part af el maestr (la maestra)

asks-LCugntos van a la cafeteria? Pupils going to the

cafeteria raise their hands. The pupil who is "the teadher"

counts them in Spanish.

3. Practice "El Tortillero" with the song record or with the

film. An audio tape, containing only the piano and guitar

accompaniment for this song, is available upon request

from the studio teacher.



COLLECTING LUNCH MONEY LESSON 17

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Make sure you pronounce cafeteria in the Spanish way,
(kah-fay-tay-ree-ah). Trill the "r".

2. Pupils have a tendency to mispronounce gracias--
especially if they see the word in print too soon.
The "c" should be pronounced with an "s" sound.
Avoid the "sh" sound of the English word "gracious."

INNIMOMIri
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TAKING LUNCH MONEY TO THE OFFICE LESSON 18

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mrs. Silva asks Ann to go to the office with the
lunch money. Ann has to walk in front of the teacher and
begs her pardon. The office secretary, Miss Gomez, asks Ann
how many are going to eat in the cafeteria. Ann answers that

there are twelve. The secretary counts the money, says its
correct, and thanks Ann.

Visual Cue Cards Look at these cards for the dialogue as I

give you the expressions in English.

DIALOGUE

Seriora Silva: Pasa a la oficina,
por favor.

Ana: (Walking in front af
Con su permiso.

Seriora Silva: Pasa.

(a the office)
Seriorita gmez: LCugntos van

a la cafeteria?
Ana: Doce.
Seriorita gmez: Estg bien.
Ana: De nada.

Go to the office,
please.

teacher)
Excuse me.
You're excused.

How many are going to
the cafeterta?

Twelve.
Gracias.That's right. Thank you.

You're welcome.

SUPPLEMENTARY (Numbers from eleven to fifteen)

Once, doce, trece, catorce, quince

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Practice the first three lines of the dialogue by having the

last pupil in the first row respond to your request-Pasa a

la oficina, por favor. As he walks in front of you, he says-
_Consimiso. You reply-Pasa. Practice in the same way
with the last pupil in the other rows, etc.

2. Visual Cue Cards Distribute a card to the first pupil of

each row. As the record is played, the pupil who has the

card corresponiing to the expression holds his card up high.

All pupils in his row repeat that expression. Rotate cards

and rows.
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TAKING LUNCH MONEY TO THE OFFICE LESSON 18

3. Planning for the Next Lesson Ask each pupil to
pictures of. a hamburger and fren9h fries. Also

- pupil prepare a sign, LA CAFETERIA.

bring
have each

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. In the expression, De nada, the first "d" is pronounced
like the "d" in the English word "day". The second "d,"
because it comes between two vowels, is pronounced
softly like the "th" in the English word "they."

2. If the written symbol in Spanish is seen before its pro-
nunciation becomes a habit, there will be a strong ten-
dency to let the English sound habits interfere. The
result will be Spanish words pronounced with English
sounds.
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LOOKING FOR THE CAFETERIA LESSON 19

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation It is lunch time. Michael asks Thomas where the
cafeteria is. Just as Thomas says he does not know, Michael
sees it. Michael asks Thomas if he likes the hamburger and
fried potatoes on the day's menu. Thomas says he does, and
Michael says he doesItoo.

Visual Cue Cards Watch as I show you the cards for the
dialogue and tell you in English what the persons are
saying.

DIALOGUE

Miguel:
Tomes:
Miguel:
Tomes:

Miguel:
Tomes:
Miguel:

acinde este, la cafeteria?
Yo no se.
iMira! Este, alli.
lAh! iHamburguesa y
papas fritas!

ZTe gustan?
Si, me gustan.
A mi tambien.

Where is the cafeteria?
I don't know.
Look! It's over there.
Oh, hamburger and

french fries!
Do you like them?
Yes, I like them.
I do, too.

SUPPLEMENTARY (Numbers from sixteen through twenty)

diez y seis diez y nueve
diez y siete veinte
diez y ocho

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Ask each pupil to place his CAFETERIA sign and picture of
hamburger and french fries prepared for this lesson on his
desk. Play the record. Tell pupils to hold up the correct
picture and make an appropriate gesture as they listen and
repeat each line of the dialogue.

2. Take the role of Michael and instruct one pupil to be
Thomas. Act out the conversation making use of the ges-
tures and objects used on television as a guide.
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LOOKING FOR THE CAFETERIA LESSON 19

3. Los NAmeros. The object of the game is to practice the
numbers from 1-20. While practicing the numbers, a
certain agreed upon Spanish expression such as Me gusta
can be reviewed. Decide on a certain number such as 4.
Tell all pupils to stand-Levgntense.

Point to the first pupil who should say-uno, the next
pupil says-dos, the third pupil replies-tres, the fourth
pupil says-Me Rasta (The agreed upon expression). The
fifth pupil says-cinco, the sixth pupil says-seib, the
seventh-siete, the eighth pupil replies-Me gusta (because
eight is a multiple of four.)

The expression, Me Rasta, should be substituted for each
multiple of 4. Those who miss must sit down. Continue
with the numbers to 20. A different number and its mul-
tiples can be substituted for 4. A different Spanish
expression can also be substituted. The last person
standing is the winner.

'LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Remember that the "h" in hamburguesa is silent, and the'

1

"r" is trilled.

2. Use the appropriate gesture each time you use the Spanisl
expression, Mira. Place the right index finger just
below the right eye and then point.
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DISMISSING THE CLASS LESSON 20

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Prior to dismissing her pupils, Mrs. SilvR, asks

them to sit down. Linda asks Thomas what time it is. Thomas

says it's 3 o'clock. The teacher asks for silence and tells
Thomas to close the windows. Thomas says he is glad to do so.
The teacher then dismisses one row at a time.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation" to you,
look at the cards for this lesson. Watdh each picture care-
fully so you can associate it with the dialogue expressions

that I will now give in English.

DIALOGUE

Sefiora Silva:
Linda:
Tom6s:
Seflora Silva:

Tom6s:
Seilora Silva:

iSi4ntense, por favor!
LQue hora es?
Son las tres.
iSilencio!
Tom6s, cierra la ventana.

Con macho gusto.
Esta fila. Pasen ustedes

Sit down, please.
What time is it?
It's three o'clodk.
Quiet!
Thomas, close the

window.
Gladly.
This row. Pass.

SUPPLEMENTARY (Numbers from twenty through thirty)

Nieinte

Veinte y uno
veinte y dos
veinte y tres
veinte y cuatro
veinte y Undo

veinte y seis
veinte y siete
veinte y ocho
Veinte y nueve
treinta

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Play the recard through once. Have pupils listen and repeat.

Play the recard again. Assign each row a different line of
dialogue to repeat during the pauses. Alternate rows and

lines of dialogue.

2. Instruct the pupil who is taking the part of el maestro to
dismiss the class using the expressions: Sientense, Silencio,

Cierra la ventana, and Esta fila. Pasen ustedes.

4.0



DISMISSING THE CLASS LESSON 20, .... .4
LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Remind pupils that they must make a conscious effort to

pronounce the Spanish "r" and not the English "r."

2. Give the word esta its proper stress. Sometimes a word
will change its meaning if the stress is dhanged. For

example: Este, file (This row), Estg alli (It's over

there).



REVIEW OF LESSONS 17 THROUGH 20 LESSON 21

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review
lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" to you. Then I
will show you the card and read. the expressions in English
for each dialogue.

Situation Diane tdkes the role of the teacher as she helps
the class practice telling time. She asks what time it is,
and many pupils exclaim that they know. Mrs. Silva tells
them to raise their hands. Diane calls on Michael who says
it is 12 o'clock, Mrs. Silva asks him to speak louder.

DIALOGUE

Diana:
Alumnos:
Sellora Silva:

Miguel:
Sefiora Silva:
Miguel:

ZW4 hora es?
Yo la sg.
Levunten la memo,

por favor.
Son las doce.
Pas alto, por favor.
Son las doce.

What time is it?
I know it.
Raise your hand,

please.
It's twelve o'clock.
Louder, please.
It's twelve o'clock.

Situation It is time for the class to go to the cafeteria.
Row two starts leaving without being dismissed. Mrs. Silva
tells them to wait a minute, and row two begs her pardon.
She tells them to slt down. She then dismisses all rows
except row two. ROW two says it is ready, and she dismisses
them.

DIALOGUE

Sefiora Silva:
Fila dos:
Seilora Silva:
Fila dos:
Sefiora Silva:

Fila dos:
Se/lora Silva:

Esta fila, un momento.
Perdone.
Sientense, por favor.
Si, maestra.
(Points to row 1)
Esta fila. Pasen ustedes
(Continues with all rows
except two)

Estamos listos.
Pasen a la cafeteria.
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This row, one moment.
Pardon.
Sit doWn, please.
Yes, teacher.

.This row. Pass.

We are ready.
Pass to the cafeteria.



jkaviEw OF LESSONS 17 THROUGH 20 LESSON 21

Situation (This dialogue is 'supplementary, it will not be
prsented on this telecast lesson.) Ann, who is with
Linda, asks if she likes the fried potatoes. She says she
does. Ann says she does, too.

DIALOGUE

Linda:
Ana:
Linda:

Aria:

iMira! iPapas fritas!
LTe gustan?
Si, me gustan mucho.

A mi tambien.

Look! French fries!
Do you like them?
Yes, I like them very,

much.
I do, too.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Assign three groups of pupils to prac-
tice the dialogues with the record and cards. Each group
will give its conversation in front of the class the next
day. Ask the groups to refer to the persons, objects, and
actions on the cards to show that they know the meaning of
the Spanish expressions.

2. Grade the pupils on their performance on this lesson as
well as on the other review lessons. Each pupil should
have ar opportunity to participate in at least one of
the review dialogues in lessons 21, 22, or 23.

3. El Libro After practicing the numbers from one to thirty
in Spanish, try this game. The object of the game is to
see which row can count to thirty the quickest. The"first
pupil in each row holds a book. He says-uno, and passes
the book to the pupil behind him. This.pupil should say
the next number-dos. If he does not know the number, the
book passes on until someone his row can say the Span-
ish number. The first row tir.t reaches the number thirty
is the winner and announces-Estamos listos (We are ready).



REVIEW OF LESSONS 1 THROUGH 8 LESSON 22

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards I will read the "Situations" of the three
dialogues to you. Then I'll give the dialogue expressions in
English. Look at the cards so you can associate the pictures
with the expressions.

Situation Mrs. Lerma greets Michael who is calling for her
son, Thomas. Michael asks where Thamas is, and Mrs. Lerma
says he is in Canada. Michael remarks that it is cold in
Canada and Mrs. Lerma agrees.

DIALOGUE

Miguel:
Sefiora

Miguel:
Sellora

Miguel:

Lamo estg usted, seilora? How are you?
Lerma: Muy bien, gracias. Very fine, thank you.

iDOnde estA Tomgs? Where is Thomas?
Ierma: Estg en Canadg. He is in Canada.

Hace frio en Canada. The weather is cold in
Lverdad? Canada, isn't it?

Sefiora Lerma: Si, es verdad. Yes, it's true.

Situation Peter enters the library. The librarian, Mrs. Diaz,
asks him to close the door. He does so. He finds a book about
Mexico. She asks Peter if he likes the book. He says he does,
and they talk about Mexico's nice weather.

DIALOGUE

Sefiora Dias: Cierra la puertalpor
Pedro: Con mucho gusto.
Seilora Dias: ZTe gusta el libro?
Pedro: Si, me gusta.
Seilora Diaz: Hace buen tiempo en

Mexico, Zverdad?
Pedro: Si, es verdad.

14.4

favor.Close the doar, please.
Gladly.
Do you like
Yes, I like
The weather

the book?
it.

is nice in
Mexico, isn't it?

Yes, it's true.



REVIEW OF LESTONS 1 THROUGH 8 LESSON 22

Situation (This dialogue is supplementary. It will not be

presented on this telecast lesson.)

Diane, Linda, and Ann are going to a mavie. Ann calls for

them and asks if they are ready. Father tells Diane and

Linda to hurry. On the way out, Ann excuses herself.

DIALOGUE

Ana: LEstan listas,
Diana y Linda?

Papa: Nidas, Ana esta aqui
Apdrense.

Diana y Linda: Estamos listas.

Ana: Con su permiso.

Papa: Pasa, Ana.

Diana y Linda: Hasta pronto, papa.

Are Diane and Linda
ready?

Girls, Ann is here.
Hurry.

We are ready.
Excuse me.
Go ahead, Ann.
See you soon, dad.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Assign three groups of pupils to practice the dialogues

with the record. The pupils are to give their conversa-

tions in front of the class the next day. After each

dialogue has been presented, each pupil says his expression

again as the class repeats after him.

2. Give extra credit to those who presented the dialogues.

3. Select a committee of three pupils to c011ect pictures

of objects to be used in the ZQue es esto? game, which

is scheduled for follow-up activity #1, in Lesson 23.

11-5



REVIEW OF LESSONS 9 THROUGH 16 LESSON 23

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review

lesson. Listen as I read the "Situatidns"-to you. Then I

will show you the card and read the expression in English

for each dialogue.

Situation The pupils are getting ready to elect class ...

fficers. Ann asks them to write their choices. Michael

says he doesn't have paper, and Thomas gives him paper. Ann

asks if they are ready', and they say they are.

DIALOGUE

Ana:
Miguel;
TomAs:
Ana:
Alumnos:

Vamos a escribir.
No teng. mi papel.
Aqui tienes papel.
Ahora, LestAn listos?
Si, estamos listos.

Let's write.
I don't have my paper.
Here is paper.
Now, are you ready?
Yes, we are ready.

Situation The class is going to play a Spanish game. Diane

asks what game they will play. The teadher says the game is

"What is this?" She asks Michael to identify a ball in

Spanish. He does. Diane identifies a book correctly, but

she is asked to speak louder.

DIALOGUE

Diana: Z.Qug vamos a jugar?
Senora Silva: ('2,Qug es estoU)

TodAs: iQue buenc!
Sehora Silva: Z1Qu4 es esto?

(Points to ball)

Miguel: Es una pelota.
Senora Silva: /Que es est*? aiana?
Diana: Es un libro.
Senora Silva: Els alto, Diana.
Diana: Es un libr.
Senora Silva: Estg bien.

46

What are we going to play?
"What is this?"
Good/
What is this?

It is a ball.
What is this? Diane?
It is a book.
Louder, Diane
It is a book.
That's right.



REVIEW OF LESSONS 9 THROUGH 16 LESSON 23

Situation The weather does not permit outside recess.
the teacher decides to play a variation of "Simon Says"
with her class. She gives directions in Spanish. After
pupils have had a chance to react to each command, the
teacher performs the correct action himself so that pu-
pils will know if their action was correct. Pupils have
paper and pencil on their desk. For each correct action
they tally a point.

SIMON DICE

Vamos a jugar OSimOn Dices Letts ray, "Simon Says."
iSilencio! Quiet!
Leva-l+en la mano.
Vamos escribir.
Vamos a oambiarse
LevAntense.
Sientense.
Tom4s, cierra las

por favor.

Raise your hand.
Letts write.

los papeles. Let's exchange papers.
Stand up.
Sit down.

ventanas, Thomas, close the windows,
please.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Play the game LQue es esto? by dividing the class into
teams (boys vm girls etc.) Keep score. Use the pictures
brought in by the committee ar the Visual Cue Cards for
this game. Hold up each picture and ask individual
members of each team Z,Que es esto? The answers should
be in complete sentences, such as the following:
Es el bate. (pt__aLa_Z._taL._Eatioderecreolgizels);
Es la bicicleta. (damisa, blusa, puerta, ventana,
cafeteria, oficina, hamburguesa). Write the numbers
from 1-30 on the board for each team member to identify.
Ask Llfclu6 es esto? as you point to a number for a team
member to identify in Spanish. Be sure to use Est6 bien
when pupils respond correctly.

2. Play, SimOn Dice, using the same expressions and direc-
tions listed in dialogue #3. Change the order of pre-
sentation. For variation--hold up the Visual Cue Card
for this game, point to an action depicted on the card,
and give a Spanish command. Pupils answer-S1 if the
action pointed to agrees with the Spanish command and-
No if it does not.
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SEMESTER TEST LESSON 24

BEFORE THE TELECAST

On this last telecast lesson, you will have an opportunity
to test your understanding of the dialogue expressions which
we have been learning this past semester. You will need
paper and pencil.

Note to Teacher: Please forward the completed test results
to the studio teacher. Use form on page 49.

Answer Te

(4) 1.

(8) 2.

(6) 3.

(10) 4.

(7) 5.

(9) 6.

(No) 7.
(No) 8.

(Si) 9.

(Si) 10.

(No) 11.

(No) 12.

(Si) 13.

(Si) 14.

(No) 15.

(Si) 16.

(No) 17.

(No) 18.
(No) 19.
(Si) 20.

st Item

Cuatro
Ocho
Seis
Diez
Siete
neve
Pasa a la oficina.
Uugntos van a la

cafeteria?
ZDOnde estg la cafeteria?
El libro est6 alli.
Me gastan las papas fritas.
aue hora es?
Sim las tres.
TomAs cierra la ventana.

Esta fila. Pasen ustedes.
Con su permiso.
Pasa.
LEstgn listos?
Estamos listos.
Levgntense.
iSilencio!
Aqui tienes un lgpiz.
Estg bien.
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Four
Eight
Six
Ten
Seven
Nine
Go to the office.
How many are going to

the cafeteria?
Where is the cafeteria?
The book is over there.
I like french fries.
What time is it?
It's three o'clock.
Thomas, close the

window.
This row. Pass.
Excuse me.
Go ahead.
Are you ready?
We are ready.
Stand up.
Quiet!
Here is a pencil.
That's right.



SEMESTER TEST LESSON 24

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Correct the test. Please send the test results to the
studio teacher. Follow the form below. Please do not

send in indtvidual pupil test papers.

2. Visual Cue Cards Review the entire semester by holding
up the cards one at a time. The pupil who first gives
the correct Spanish expression associated with the cards

is given that card. The pupil with the most cards is
designated the winner.

RESULTS OF SPANISH 6th GRArE, SEMESTER 32 TEST

School: Teacher: Enrollment:

Test No. Correct-
Item Responses

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
a.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Number of pupils scoring 20 correct:. .

Number of pupils sc'Iring 16-19 correct:
Number of pupils scoring 11.45 correct:
Number of pupils scoring 6-10 correct:
Number of pupils scoring 1-5 correct:

SUGGESTIONS:

=1.1

TOTAL PUPILS

4-9



GIRLSI NAMES IN SPANISH

English Spanish

Alice Alicia

Anita, Annie Anita

Anna, Ann Ana

Barbara Barbara

Betty Chavela

Caroline Carolina

Charlotte Carlota

Dorothy Dorotea

Eleanor, Leonora Leonor

Elizabeth, Isabel Isabel

Ellen, Helen Elena

Eve Eva

sane, Jean, Joan Juana

Jeanette, Jenny Juanita

Julie Julia

Katherine, Kathleen Catalina

Lucy Lucia

Nhrgaret Margarita

Nhry, Marie Maria

Nhry Ann Ana Maria

Bose Rosa

Susan Susana

Susie Susita

ABM: Remember that the Spanish "r"
sound like the English "r" in

Pronunciation

(AH-LEE-SIYAH)

(AH-NEE-TAH)

(AH-NAH)

(BAR-BAH-RAH)

(CHA-VAY-LAH)

(KAH -RO -LEE -NAH)

(KAR-LO-TAH)

(DO-RO-TAY-AH)

(LAY-OH:NOHR)

(EE-SAH-BEHL)

(AY -LAY-NAH)

(AY-VAH)

(HWAH-NAH)

(HWAH -NEE -TAH)

(HOO-LIYAH)

(KAH-TAH-LEE-NAH)

(LOO-CEE-AH)

(MAHR -GAH -REE -TAH)

(MAH-REE-AH)

(Ag-NAH -REE-AH)

(ROH-SAH)

(S00-SAH -NAH)

(S00-5EE -TAH)

is trilled. There is no
Spanish.



BOYS' NAMES IN SPANISH

English Spanish Pronunciation

Albert Alberto (AHL-BEHR-TOH)

Charles Carlos (KAHR-LOS)

Edward Eduardo (AY-DWAHR-DOH)

Frank Pancho, Paco (PAHN-CHO, PAH-KO)

Frederick Federico (FAY-DAY-REE-KO)

George Jorge (HOR-HAY)

Gregory Gregorio (GRAY-GOH-RIYOH)
,

James Jaime, Diego (HAI-MAY, DIYAY-GO)

John Juan (HWAHN)

Joseph, Joe Jose (HO-SAY)

Mark Marcos (MAHR-KOS)

Martin Martin (MAHR-TEEN)

Michael Miguel (MEE-GEHL)

Paul Pablo (PAH-BLOH)

Peter Pedro (PAY-DROH)

Philip Felipe (FAY-LEE-PAY)

Richard Ricardo (REE-KAHR-DOH)

Robert Roberto (ROH-BEHR-TOH)

Roger Rodrigo (ROH-DREE-GOH)

Ronald Ronaldo (ROH-NAHL-DOH)

Stephen Esteban (EHS-TAY-BAHN)

Thomas Tomes (TOH-MAHS)
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11.

English

A lot
And my shirt?

1

Ann is here.
Are you ready? (Girls)

., (Boys)

LANGUAGE PATTERNS AND VOCABULARY

Spanish

Mucho
LY mi camisa?
Ana estg aqui.
LEstgn listas?

listos?

Nifios

Cierra la puerta.
ventana.

las ventanas.

Boys

Close the door.
window.
windows.

Dad
Do you like my blouse?

sweater?
the book?
them?Do you like

Excuse me.

French fries

Get up.
Girls
Gladly
Good
Good-bye
Cq to the office.

Hamburger
He (she) is in California.

Canada.
Here is a pencil.

paper.
Here it is.
How are you? (Familiar)
How are you? (Polite)
How many are going to the

cafeteria?

Papg
LTe gusta mi blusa?

su4ter
el libro?

gustan?

Con su permiso

Papas fritas

Levgntense
Nifias

Con mucho gusto
Bueno
AdiOs
Pasa a la aficina.

Hamburguesa
Estg en California.

Canadg.
Aqui tienes un lgpiz.

papal.
Aqui esta,
Zamo estgs?
Zamo estg usted?
ZCugntos van a la

cafeteria?

5 2

Lessons

21

4
22

2,4,8,22
4,6,12,14,23,24

1,12,14

7,8,22
20,24
23

4,22
4
2,8
22'
19221

7,8,18,22,24

19,21

1,4,7,8,23,24
22

7,8,20,22
10
3,12
18,24

19

5
22
13,24
23

3,
5,8
22

17,18,24



How nice!
Hurry.

I do, too.
I don't have my paper.

pencil.

I don't know.

I have my pencil.
the ball.
the bat.

...your book.
I know it.
I like it.

baseball.
I like them.

french fries.

Isn't it?
It's a ball.

a book.
Colombia.

It's eight o'clock.
nine o'clock.
seven o'clock.
ten o'clock.
three o'clock.
twelve o'clock.

It's over there.
It's true.

Let's exchange
papers.
go to the
playground.
play
baseball.
play
"Simon Says."
write.

Look.
Louder.

Mom
Mexico

iQue bueno!
Agrense.

A mi tambien.
No tengo mi papel.

lgpiz.
Yo no se.

Yo tengo mi lgpi-.
la pelota.
el bate.
tu libro.

Yol---Tes.
Me gusta.

el beisbol.
Me gustan.

las papas
fritas.

LVerdad?
Es una pelota.

un libro.
Colombia.

Son las ocho.
nueve.
siete.
diez.
tres.
doce.

Estg alli.
Es verdad.

Vamos a cambiarse
los papeles,
al patio de
recreo.
a jugar al
beisbol.
a jugar
(?SimOn Dice.)>

a escribir.
Mira.
Mgs alto.

Mamg
Mexico
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23

1,2,3,4,8,
12,22

19,21
23

13
3,8,9,11,

12,19
16
11,12,16
11,16
12
15,16,21
2,4,22
11
19,21

24
1,4,6,22
23
23

15

3
12
1,8
9
4,20,24
21
3,4,12,19
9,22

14,15,16,
23

10,12,16

11,16

23

13,16,23
19,21
15,16,21,23

2,3,4,12
22



My name is Michael.

Now
Numbers 1-12

One moment

Panama
Pardon me.
Pass.(Go ahead)

(Singular)
Pass.(Plural)

to the cafeteria.
Please

Quiet!

Raise your hand.

See you soon.
tomorrow.

Sit down.

Teacher
Thank you.

That's right.
The book is aver there.

The pledge to the flag

There
The weather is cold.

hot.
nice.

This row

Veracruz is here.
Very fine

We are ready.
(Boys or boys & girls)

(Girls)

What are we going to play?

What is this?
What is your name?
What time is it?

Where is my bat?

Me llamo Miguel 6,8

Ahora 19,21

Wimerosa-12 15,17,18,24

Un momento 2,4,12,21

Parma&
Perdone.
Pasa.

Pasen ustedes.
a la cafeteria.

Por favor

-12
14,16, 21
7,8,18,22,24

10,20,21,24
21

7, 14,15,18,20,
21,22,23

iSilencio! 14,20,23,24

Levaaten la mano. 15,16,17,21,23

Hasta pronto. 22

mafiana. 12

Sihntense. 7,8,9,12,20

Maestra, maestro
Gracias.

21,23

14,16,21
5,8,13,16,17,

18,22

Est6 bien. 9,16,18,23,24

El libro est6 alli. 24

La jura de la bandera 7

Alli 5

Hace frio. 6,8,12,22

calor. 9,12,16

buen tiempo. 1,4,5,8,10,12,

Esta fila

Veracruz estA aqui.

Muy bien

Estamos listos.

listas.
ZQ1.14 vamos a jugar?

ZQue es esto?
ZCOmo te llamas?
Q1.14 hora es?

ZDOnde estS, mi bate?
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22
10,20,21,24

9
5,8,22

6,12,14,16,21,
23,24

22
23
23
6,8
1,8,9,12,20,
21,24

12



Where is my bicycle?
book?
sweater?

the ball?
cafeteria?

Peter?
Thomas?
Veracruz?
your book

You're welcome.

IMOnde

6

est& mi bicicleta?
libro?
suker?

la pelota?
cafeteria?

Pedro?
TomAs?
Veracruz?
tu libro?

De nada.

PROVE'RBS

Cortesia de boca, mucho vale
y poco cuesta.

3,8
12
4
11
19,24
5
22

9

3

13,16,17
18

Courteous speech is worth
much yet costs little.

El ejercicio hace el maestro. PractiCe makes perfect.

55 ev
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FOREWORD

The Spanish telecasts have been prepared ar one of
several instructional telecast series for use by elemen-
tary teachers in the Milwaukee PuW.ic Schools. These
telecasts are intended to provide Milwaukee school child-
ren with a rich, well-developed resource for the class-
room.

It is hoped that this guide and the resources of
television will help each classroom teacher to fulfill
more completely his potentialities as a teacher,

The telecasts are designed to relate to the on-going
curriculum and their primary purposes are as follows:

1. To feature introductory motivations
which will allow classes freedom of
choice to interpret and devlop activ-
ities in many different directions.

2. To encourage pupils to develop and
improve processes of thinking and
planning as they participate in class-
room activities.

3. To provide pupils with rewarding and
unusual experiences through the medium
of television which would be difficult
or impossible to do in the classroom.

The instructional telecasts produced by the Milwaukee
Public Schools are broadcast in cooperation with WMVS-TV,
transmitting on Channel 10. The station is owned and
operated by the Milwaukee Vocational Technical and Adult
Schools, and provides broadcast services for a numb%Jr of
agencies throughout the greater Milwaukee area.
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TO THE TEACHER

There is a 40-minute weekly time allotment for instruction
in Spanish in the elementary school at the sixth grade level.
This time should be spent in viewin3 the telecasts and in con-
ducting the follow-up activities.

purposes of the Course

To develop the ability to understand and speak a foreign lan-
guage within a framework of limited conversational expressions.

To help -oupils obtain a better idea of what is involved in the
study of a foreign language.

To create interest in other peoples! languages and customs.

To enrich learning by correlating a foreign language with
other phases of the school curriculum such as social studies,
art, music, and physical education.

Pupq Achievement Goals for This Semes er

Pupils 3hould be able to:
1) Understand the dialogues when spoken at a normal

rate of speed.

2) Associate what is said in the dialogues with the
visual image of the person, object, or action.

Imitate the dialogues with correct intonation and
pronunciation.

4) React spontaneously to greetings, farewells,
classroom directions, courtesy expressions, and
roll call.

5) Respond automatically to questions concerning:
clock time (on the hour); name; weather; location
of objects, persons, or countries; activities;
cost of items; health; likes and dislikes.

6) Identify: common classroom objects, days of the
week, months, Numbers 1-30, parts of the body.

Substitute various nouns within certain language
patterns.

8) Understand when to use-ZCOmo est6 usted? and-Wmo
se llama usted? in contrast to-ZCOmo estifts? and-
COmo te llamas?

9) Recognize a few of the basic customs, gestures, and
courtesies of Spanish-speaking people.

3)

7)

.3
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Lesson Content and Teaching Procedures

The dialogue in each lesson involves an aotivity in the
school, outside the school, or in the home. The dialogues
contain expressions which pupils and teachers are able to use
everyday.

Language patterns from each dialogue are purposely re-
entered in later lessons with new vocabulary items.

The basic teaching procedure used in the telecasts follows
the approach advocated by the Mudern Language Association and
the United States Office of Education:

"The first presentation of vocabulary and
structure is oral without any reference to
the printed page, so that the pupils are
able to say easily all the material they
are going to read. This procedure has the
following advantages:

1. The pupil proncunces more accurately
by imitation of the spoken sounds and
his pronunciation is not influenced by
a spelling which may resemble English.

2. Fluency is assured and no time is lost
in interpreting new vocabulary, since
the pupil already knows what the sen-
tences say and needs only-to practice
recognizing the written forms as he
did when he began reading his own
language." 1

L. Modern Foreign Languages in the Elementary School --
Teaching Techniques, Elizabeth Keese, Specialist,
Foreign Languages, U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1960.

4



Role of the Classroom Teacher

In order for pupils to receive maximum benefit from the
telecasts, the classroom teacher must establish the proper
attitude and climate for learning a foraign language. The

following procedures are rocommended.

1. Prepare the pupils before each telecast by reading
the dialogue "Situation" to them.

2. Follow the reading of the "Situation" by holding
up the Visual Cue Cards and giving the dialogue
expressions in English.

3. Do not pronounce the Spanish expressions for the

class prior to the telecast.
4. Insist on complete attention and active partici-

pation by the pupils as you move around the class-
room during the telecast.

5. Participate with your pupils during the telecast
by imitating and repeating the expressions being

taught.
6. Delay writing the conversational patterns until

they have firlt been shown in print on the telecast.

7. Discourage pupils from writing in phonics what is

heard on the tlecast.
8. Confine the use of Spanish in the classroom to

those basic expressions used on the telecast.

This will help to eliminate common errors made by

pupils in grammatical structure.
9. Ube the Spanish expressions in appropriate situations

during the school day.
10. Select one or two of the listed "Follow-up Activities"

for additional practice after the telecast.

11. Use the record in the following manners
*Listen to the Spanish expressions of the dialogue

.for comprehension, rhythm, and intonation.
-Play the second part of the lesson that contains

the pauses fcr pupil repetition. Proceed as follows:
Entire class imitates the voice on the record
Sections of the class imitate the voice
Individual pupils imitate the voice

12. Encourage pupils to take the records home for addi-

tional practice.

6



13. Use the Visual Cue Cards after the telecast to practice
the lesson. Follow the suggestions listed in the "Follow-
up Activities" and in the Visual Cue Card notebook,

14. Give each pupil a Spanish name. Some common Spanish names,
their pronunciations, and English equivalents can be found
in the back of this guide.

15. Help pupils see how important their active participation
is in learning Spanish by carefully reading the following
"Pointers for Pupils" to them.

Pointers for puils

1. Listen carefully:
-to the dialogue "Situation" when it is read to you in
Englishlefore the telecast. This will make it easier
for you to understand what will be taught on the tele-
cast lesson.
-to the studio teacher and imitate silently what you hear.

2. Repeat as accurately as you can when instructed to do so
by: your classroom teacher, your studio teacher, and the
voice on the record.

3. Pay close attention to:
-the objects and gestures being used. They will help
you determine the meaning of what is being said in
Spanish.
-the movement of the lips and tongue of the studio teacher
as she models the Spanish expressions.

4. Practice each expression until you know it by heart.
Use the records to help you. Use these expressions in
class, at home, and with your friends.

6



Resources for Teachers

Telecasts for Teachers

These telecast lessons are especially designed to help
the classroom teacher become acquainted with the lesson
material prior to the telecasts for pupils. The exact
time and dates will appear on the monthly "Television
Schedule."

In-Service Course

An in-service course iS offered each year to help class-
room teachers with the basic expressions and fundamentals
of Spanish.

Vioits

The services of the studio teacher and supervisors are
available for additional help in Spanish and forselecting
additional materials, skits, and programs. Teachers axe
requested to make arrangements for these visits througt
their principal.

Visual Cue Cards

Visual Cue Cards have been prepared for each dialogue in
every lesson. The back of each Visual Cue Cardcontaim the
Spanish expression, the phonetic pronunciation, and the
English translation. The pictures are a valuable aid in
providing a visual stimulus which will help the pupils more
easily recall the dialogues. Their continued use is recom-
mended for more effective learning.

Records

The records contain all of the dialogues and songs presented
in the telecast lessons. Additional record sets may be obtained
on request.



CALLING ROLL LESSON 25

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mr. Moreno asksiwho is absent. Ann, the monitor,
says Michael is absent. Mr. Moreno notices that Linda's seat
is empty and asks if she is absent. Ann says that Linda is
in the office.

Visual Cue Cards Keep the "Situation" that I have recti to
you in mind. Now look at these cards as I give you the
expressions for the dialogue in English.

DIALOGUE

Qui6n estg ausente? Who is absent?Seflor Moreno:
Ana: Miguel estg ausente. Michael is absent.
Sefior Moreno: LLinda? LEstg ausente? Linda? Is she absent?
Ana: No, est6 en la oficina. No, sho is in the office.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Hold up the Visual Cue Cards for this lesson as you play the
record. Point to the appropriate character or action as the
Spanish expression is said on the record.

2. Teach the question-ZQuien estg ausente? to the first three
rows, and the answer-MiguelestA ausenta. to the remaining rows.
Use the record as needed. Then ask the rows to repeat their
parts as you signal them. Have the rows switch parts. Follow
the same procedure with the remaining two expressions-Usinda?
LEstg ausente? and-No, estg en la oficina. Have pupils act out
the dialogue.

3. Select a pupil to take the role of the teacher as he sits at
the teacher's desk. Select another pupil to be the attendance
monitor.

itTrA HINT S

1. The sound of "au" in ausente is pronounced much like the sound
in the English word "out." The Spanish dipthong is pronounced
without the glide found in English.

2. Refer to the back of the Visual Cue Cards for thirJ lesson and
other lessons for additional pronunciation help.

3. Pronounce estg with a definite stress on the last syllable,
tA. Placing the stress on the first syllable changes the
meaning of the word.

IM

.111
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NO ONE IS ABSENT LESSON 26

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Peter, the absence monitor, tells Mrs. Silva that
no one is absent. Mrs. Silva asks Thomas to close the door.
Because Thomas has to walk in front of the teacher, he ex-
cuses himself.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation" to you,
look at the cards for this lesson. Watch each picture care-
fully so you can associate it with the dialogue expressions
that I will now read to you in English.

DIALOGUE

Seriora Silva:
Pedro:
Sefiora Silva:

IQuien esti ausente?
NRdie est6 ausente.
Bueno.
Tomgs, cierra la puerta.

Tomgs: Con su permiso.
Seilora Silva: Pasa, Tomgs.

Who is absent?
No one is absent.
Good.
Thomas, close the door.
Excuse me.
Go ahead, Thomas.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Play the record as you hold up the appro-
priate cards. Pupils are to look at the cards as they repeat
each Spanish expression. This helps them associate what they
see with what they say.

2. Hold up each card again and ask pupils to supply the expres-
sions without help from the record.

3. Practice roll call. Ask the first pupil in each row to
report who is absent in his row. Ask-ZQui4n estg ausente?
Zie first pupil answers-Nadie est& ausente, or (Ana) esti
ausentd, Usirg the hame of the iytipil who is Absent. Con-
tinue with the other rows.

4. Remember to use the Spanish classroom expressions and direc-
tions learned in previous lessons daily in your regular rou-
tine. You may want to appoint a different pupil each day to
take your part as teacher, el maestro, (la maestra). The
expressions on the next page should prove helpful.

9



NO ONE IS ABSENT (Continued) LESSON 26

CLASSROOM EXPRESSIONS AND DIRECTIONS

Apirense
Cierra la puerta, por favor.

ventana, .

LCuAntos van a la cafeteria?
Esta fila, pasen ustedes.
ZEstAn listos?
Gracias:.

La jura de la bandera.
Levanten la mano.
LevAntense.
MAs alto, por favor.
Pasen a la cafeteria.
LQue hora es?
Si4ntehse.
Silencio.
Vamos al patio de recreo.

3

7
20
17
10
8

5

7
15

7
15
21

9
17
14
lo

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The Spanish sound of "t" in the words est6, ausente, Tom6s,
and puerta is formed by having the tongue touch the back of
the upper front teeth.

2. The Spanish "rr" sound as in cierra does not have a comparable
English sound. To produce the Spanish "rr," the tip of a
tense tongue should vibrate against the roof of the mouth two
to five times.

it

10



EREPARING TO WATCH A SPANISH TELEVISION LESSON LESSON 27

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation. Realizing that it is almost time for the Spanish

lesson, the teacher asks what time it is. Linda says it is

two o'cljdk. Mr. Moreno notices that the television set is not

in the classroom. Thomas and Peter, the television cadets, say

they forgot the set. The teacher tells them to hurry.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation," I will

show you the cards and read the dialogue expressions to you

in English.

DIALOGUE

Sedor Moreno:
Linda:
Seflor Morenot

Tom6s:
Pedro:
Seflor Moreno:

ZQue hora es?
Son las dos.
ZDOnde est6 la
televisiOn?

lAy, se me olvid6!
A mi. tambien.
Agrense.

What time is it?
It is two o'clock.
Where is the
_television?
Oh, I forgot it!

did, too.
Hurry.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Practice the dialogue with the record and the Visual Cue

Cards. Remember to point to the correct objects or persons

on the cards when referred to on the record.

2. Watch it Grow This game gives additional practice with three

expressions. Instruct the first pupil in each row to give the

first line of the dialogue-alue hora es? The second pupil in

each row repeats-Z(1a hora es? and adds the next expression-Son

las dos. The third pupil repPats-LOue hora es?, Son las dos,

and adds the next expression,74D6nde estA la televisiOn? The

fourth pupil comes back to the first expression-Z(11A hora es?

Follow the above procedure until everyone in each row has had a

a turn. Continue the game using the next three lines of dia-

logues.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Remember that the "h" in Spanish words is never pronounced.

Thus, the "h" in hora is silent.

Pronounce televisiOn with a clear "s" sound. Be careful not

to make the English "sh" sound.

11



REVIEW OF LESSONS 25. 26. AND 27

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are two dialogues in this review
lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" and show you the
card for each dialogue.

Situation The class is going on a field trip. The busdriver,
Mr. Columbus, reminds Mrs. Silva that it is eight o'clock.
Mrs. Silva asks him to wait a minute since Michael is absent.
Just then Michael rushes up and excuses himstllf because he has
to walk in front of his teacher.

DIALOGUE

Se:aor ColOn:
Seilora Silva:

Miguel:
Se:dora Silva:
Miguel:
Seaora Silva:

Son las ocho, seikra.
Un momento.
Miguel est6 ausente.
No, seilora, estoy aqui.
Bueno.
Can su permiso.
Pasa, Miguel.

It's eight o'clock.
One moment.
Michael is absent.
No, mam, I'm here.
Good.
Excuse me.
Go ahead, Michael.

Situation It's time for the library to close. The librarian,
Mrs. Diaz, asks Diane, her assistant, to close the door. As

Diane passes Thomas and Peter, she tells them to hurry. Thomas
asks Peter where his book is. Peter says he forgot it.

DIALOGUE

Sedora Diaz: Cierra la puerta,per favor.
Diana: Agrense,
Tongs: ZPedro,

ande est& tu libro?
Pedro: iAy, se me olvid6!

Close the door, please.
Hurry.
Peter,

where is your book?
Oh, I forgot it!

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards ahoose one pupil from each of three rows to
play the roles in the first dialogue. Point to the charac-
ters and actions on the card as you teach the pupils their parts.
Have the class repeat also. Ask the three pupils to give the
dialogue by themselves. If a pupil forgets his expression, his
row should act as prompter. The other dialogue may be prac-
ticed in the same way.

12



REVIEW OF LESSONS 25. 26. and 27 (Continued) LESSON 28

2. Remind pupils that the disc recordings containing Lessons 25
through 28 can be taken home for additional dialogue practice.
Be sure that the card containing the dialogue situations
accompaniffithe disc.

Note: Pupils may wish to purchase a set of records of their
own. Contact the Department of Instructional Resources
for information.



ADJUSTING THE TELEVISION SET LESSON 29

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Thomas and Peter have adjusted the television set
for the Spanish lesson. Prior to reading the dialogue sit-
uation, the teacher, Mr. Moreno, asks the class if the adjust-
ment is all right. The class would like the television louder.
The teacher thanks the cadets.

Visual Cue Cards Look at these cards for the dialogue as I
give you the expressions in English.

DIALOGUE

Seilor Moreno: astA bien,

Alumnos: M6s alto, por favor.
(Set is adjusted)

Seflor Moreno: ZAhoral estA bien?
Alumnos: SI, estA bien.
Seilor Moreno: Gracias,

TomAs y Pedro.
Tomgs y Pedro: De nada.

Is it all right, boys
and girls?

Louder, please.

Now, is it all right?
Yes, it's all right.
Thank you,
Thomas and Peter.

You're welcome.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Cues Use verbal cues: Todos (all), Niaos (boys), and Nifias
(igls) to designate who is to repeat during the pauses on
the record. In the first pause, cue all pupils to repeat by

saying-Todos. In the second pause, cue the boys (girls) to

repeat by saying-Nifios, (Nifias). Use-MAs alto (louder), when

appropriate.

2. As you use the record, point to the characters and action on
the Visual Cue Card to help pupils understand the meaning of
the Spanish expression that they are hearing and repeating.

3. Appoint a pupil to be the teacher, el maestro (la maestra).

El maestro should ask-a6nde estA la televisiOn?, LEst6 bien,
niaos? and other Spanish expressions in appropriate situations
during the school day. See follow-up activity Number 4 in
Lesson 26 for additional classroom expressions.

ANGUAGE HINTS

1. The "II" in niAos is pronounced like the "ni" combination in

"onion."

2. The Spanish word y (and) is pronounced (ee). Avoid the

English dipthong glide.



AFTER THE SPANISH TELEVISION LESSON LESSON 30

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation After the Spanish lesson, Mr. Moreno asks Michael

to turn off the television set. The teacher asks Thomas to

name the song that was taught on the lesson. Thomas has for-

gotten, but Ann gives the name. The teacher then leads the

class in practicing the song.

Visual Cue Cards Watch as I show you the cards for the dia-

logue and tell you in English what the persons are saying.

DIALOGUE

Senor Moreno:
Miguel:
Senor Moreno:

Tomás:
Ana:
Se:nor Moreno:

Apaga la televisiOn.
Con mucho gusto.
6mo se llama la
canciOn?

Se me olvid6.
Se llama 4E1 Patio).
Bueno.
Vamos a practicarla.

Turn off the television.
Gladly.
What is the name of the

song?
I forgot.
It's called "The Patio."
Good.
Let's practice it.

OUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. El maestro should add-Apaga la televisiOn to the Spanish

expressions he uses during the school day.

2. Ask four pupils to take the roles in today's dialogue. Place

The Visual Cue Cards on the chalktray. Instruct each of the

four pupils to point to his counterpart on the card as the

record is played. All pupiis repeat during the pauses.

3. Play the song "El Patio" which appears on the song record.

Have the pupil listen. During the practice segment of the

record, the pupil should repeat. Practice only the portion

that was presented on the telecast lesson. You may wish to

write the Spanish words to the song on the chalkboard or pro-

vide pupils with their own copies.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Although the Spanish word patio is spelled exactly like it.-74

English counterpart, the Spanish pronunciation is-(2ah-tLy.

Do not anglicize the pronunciation.

2. Most Spanish homes have a patio that is usually centrally

located. With its fountain, flowers, and birds, it is a

favorite place to talk with friends, have a party, or simply

to relax.

'115
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EL PATIO

4 El pa-tio de mi ca- si-tas I que lin-do x
Me es-con-do ,pa -tio tie - ne'imn rinrcon-ci-to.

D7

gra-da-ble es!
ve-ces a - 111.

Ur na fuenrte tie-ni-en el cen-t)

nun- que el mun-dc5s tan gran-d,

y un ro- sal,

Mi rinrcon ci-to me gus-ta a mi.
co- mo t. Vs. Ah

D
7

mi pa- tio. 'Qu4 linrda es la vi- da a -

A- mo el ro- sal y la fueri-te, Pue:

ON
siemrpre me a le- gran a

16
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LISTENING TO THE SPANISH RECORD LESSON 31

BEFORE THE TELECAST
4

Situation As a follow-up activity, the class is going to
listen to the record. Mr. Moreno asks Peter if he has the
Oorrect record, and Peter says he has. Mr. Moreno asks Peter
to play Lesson Thirty-one. Peter asks if the class wants the
volume louder. They say it is just right. The teacher then
has each row repeat the expression.

Visual Cue Cards Listen as I give you the English expressions
while I show you the cards that will help you learn this les-
son's dialogue.

DIALOGUE

Senor Moreno: LPedro, tienes
el disco?

Pedro: Si, tengo el disco.
Senor Moreno: LecciOn treinta y uno,

por favor.
Pedro: alas alto?
Alumnos: Estg bien.
Senor Moreno: Esta fila,

rspitan ustedes.

Peter, do you have
the record?

Yes, I have the record.
Lesson Thirty-one,

please.
Louder?
It's all right.
This row,

repeat.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Add esta fila to the list of verbal cues that can be used
by the'teacher"to designate who is to repeat during the
pauses on the record.

2. As an addition to the verbal cues above, ask the pupil who
is el maestro for the day to point to the characters and
actions on the Visual Cue Cards as the record is played.

3. Practice the new verse of "El Patio" with the song record.
Instruct the boys and girls to alternate lines (boys-Line 1,
girls-Line 2, boys-Line 3, etc.) as they sing the song. Then
have the boys and girls sing the song in unison.

ANGUAGE HINTS

1. Pronounce the "cc" in lecciOn this way, (lehk-slyon)

2. Spanish numbers from 16-99 are formed using a set pattern:
16-19 diez y seis, diez y siete, etc)
21-29 veinte y uno, veinte y dos, etc)
31-39 treinta y uno, treinta y dos, etc)

17



TEST ON LESSONS 25-31 LESSON 12

BEFORE THE TELECAST

How much Spanish do you remember? Today you will IN, given a
test to find out how well you are doing. It will measure
yyur understanding of the expressions in the dialogues. Now
take out paper and pencil.

Answers

B 1.
A 2.
A 3.
B 4.
C 5.

B 6.

A 7.

Apaga la televisi6n.
ZQuiên est& ausente?
Linda est& ausente.
Nadia est& ausente.
Tomis est& en la oficina.
Se me olvid6.
LD6nde est& tu libro?

C 8. Cierra la puerto..
C 9. Con su permiso.

B 10. Estoy aqui.
C 11. Ids alto.
B 12. 406mo se llama

la canci6n?
A 13. Vamos a practicar

la canci6n.
A 14. Yo tengo el disco.
A 15. Esta fila, repitan

ustedes:

Turn off the television set.
Who is absent?
Linda is absent.
No one is absent.
Tho2as is in the office.
I forgot.
Where is your book?
Close the door.
Excuse me.
Go ahead.
I am here.
Louder.
What is the name of

the song?
Letls'practice

the song.
I have the record.
This row, repeat.

CANCIU El Patio

Refer to Lesson 30 for the words and music for this song.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Correct the test after the telecast lesson. Use the Visual
Cue Cards to practice the items missed moot often on the
test. If convenient to do so, please send a compilation of
the test results to the studio teacher via museum delivery.

2. Practice the complete song "El Patio" by singing slong with
the record.

18



A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
LESSON 33

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Thomas and Michael are on the telephone trying to

decide what to do. Thomas suggests playing baseball, but

Michael thinks it is too hot. Thomas then suggests going to

a movie, and Michael likes the idea.

Visual Cue Cards To help you with this lesson's dialogue,

look at the cards as I give you the English expressions.

DIALOGUE

TomAs:
Miguel:

Tomgs:

Miguel:

Vamos a juga;t al b6isbol. Let's play baseball.

No. Hace mucho No. The weather is very

calor. hot.

Pues, ixamos al
eine?

Si, me gusta la idea.

SUPPLENENTARY

enero January marzo March

febrero February abril April

Well, shall we go to the
movies?

Yes, I like the idea.

mayo May
junio June

SUGGESTED FOLLOW=UP ACTIVITIES

1. Play the record. Assign Row 1 to take the part of TomAs and

Row 2 to take the part of Miguel. Instruct these rows to

face each other. Do the same with Rows 3 and 4. Also divide

Row 5 into two groups. Each row (group) is to repeat its

part as the record is played.

2. Appoint a pupil from Row 1 to be TomAs and another pupil from

Row 2 to be Miguel. Place the Visual Cue Cards for this lesson

on the chalktray. The papils say their parts as they point to

the appropriate character or action on the card. Ask these

pupils to choose one pupil from Row 3 and one from Row 4 to act

out the conversation again.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. The "j" in jugar is pronounced with an "h" sound as in the

English word, "who."

2. Avoid English pronunciation in the word beisbol (bavz-bohl).
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GOING TO THE MOVIES LESSON 34

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Thomas is taking his younger brothers to the mavies.

They say they are ready but Thomas, knowing that Michael needs

his glasses, asks him where they are. It is a good reminder
since Michael was about to leave them on the table.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation" to you,
watch carefully as I show you the cards for the dialogue and

give the conversation in English.

DIALOGUE

Tom6s:
Pedro y
Miguel:
TomAs:

Miguel:

ZEst6n listos?

Si. Vamos al cine.
Miguel, Llos anteojos,

dOnde estAn?
iMira, estAn en la
mesa!

Are you ready?

Yes. Let's go to the movies.
Miahael, where are your

glasses?
Look, they're on the

table!

SUPPLEMENTARY

julio July septiembre September noviembre NoveinberT.

agosto August octubre October diciembre December

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Question.4nswer Practice Ask the ques4i --LEstgn listos? All

pupils (todos)reply-Si. Vamos al cine. .5k the same question

givi .g the verbal cue-nihos to designate who is to answer. Use

the other verbal cues, ntEas and esta fila, to practice this

answer. Do the same for the question-ZLos anteojosLdOnde
estAn? and its answer-iMira, estAn en la mesa! Use the object,

eyeglasses, and the gesture for Mira when practicing this

question and answer. Play the record as needed.

2. Planninp for the next lesson Ask a volunteer to bliing an

apron, paper cups and play money (cents) to class.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Use the appropriate gesture each time you use the Spanish

expression, Mira. Place the right index finger just below

the right eye and then point with the same finger.

2. If the written symbol is seen before its pronunciation becomes

a habit, there will be a strong tendency for the English sound

habits to taterfere. The result will be Spanish words pro-

nolipced with Enilish Arunds.
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A2 A DRIVE-IN RESTAURPST LESSON 35

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation After a movie, Peter and Thomas stop at a drive-in.
Peter men-hions how hot it is. Since the boys are short of money,
Thomas asks the waiter (mesero) the price of a soda. It costs

fifteen cents, and Thomas orders two. Peter tastes his soda and
says he likes it.

Visual Cue Cards Now look at the cards as I tell you the English
expressions for this dialogue.

DIALOGUE

Pedro:
Tom6s:
Mesero:
TomAs:
Pedro:

iHace mucho calor!
LCugnto cuesta una soda?
Quince centavos.
Dos sodas, por favor.
iAh, me gusta esta soda!

The weather is very hot!
How much is a soda?
Fifteen cents.
Two sodas, please.
Oh, I like this soda!

SUPPLEMENTARY (Numbers from 16-20)
diez y seis, diez y siete, diez y ocho, diez y nueve, veinte

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Substitution Write the prices from $.10 to $.20 on the chalk-
board. Ask the question-ZCuAnto cuesta una soda? Point to a
price, $.10 on thR chalkboard. Pupils answer-Diez centavos.
Continue pointing to other prices and ask individual pupils to
answer. Then ask a pupil to ask the question as he points to
a price. This pupil calls on sameone to answer. The pupil
answering correctly then asks the question. Pupils may also
make up their own price cards for practice with a partner.

2. Visual Cue Cards Post the cards. Point to each character and
action on the card as the record is played and pupils repeat.

3. Ask three pupils to play the roles in the dialogue. The mesero
should wear the apron brought in by the volunteer. Let the paper
cups represent the soda. TomAs should pay for the soda with the
play money. If a pupil forgets his Spanish expression, ask the
class to prompt him.

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Note the intonation in the exclamations and the question in this
dialogue. Have pupils imitate the studio teacher and the voice
on the record to acquire the correct intonation for each expressio

Pronounce the two words diez y found in the numbers from 16-19
linking them into one word ',my-see).
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 33. 34. and 35 LESSON 36

BEARE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review

lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" and show you the

card for each dialogue.

Situation The television repairman, Mr. Lopezlis checking the

sounds and he asks Mrs. Lerma if it is all right. She wants it

louder, and he adjusts it correctly. Mrs. Lerma asks how much

it costs. He replies that it costs four dollars and thanks her.

DIALOGUE

Seilor Lopez:
Seilora Lerma:

Seflor Lopez:
Seiiora Lerma:
Seilor Lopez:
Seflora Lerma:
SeBor Lopez:

ZEstA bien?
No, mis alto,

por favor.
ZAhora?
Si, esti bien.
Bueno.
ZCuinto cuesta?
Cuatro glares.
Gracias.

Seilora Lerma: De nada.

Is it all right?
No, louder,

please.
Now?
Yes, it's all right.
Good.
How much does it cost?
Four dollars.
Thank you.
You're welcome.

Situation After swimming, Thomas asks where his glasses are.

Peter says he doesn't know. Michael says, "Look, here they

are." Peter suggests thP5, play baseball and Thomas likes the

idea.

DIALOGUE

Tomis:
Pedro:
Miguel:
Pedro:

Tomis:

estem mis anteojos?
Yo no se.
Mira, estin aqui.
Pues, vamos a juglr al

beisbol.
Me gusta la idea.
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Where are my glasses?
I dc 't know.
Loo, here they are.
Well, let's play

baseball.
I like the idea.



REVIEW OF LESSONS_IIL 34, and 35 (Continued) LESSON 36

Situation Father is tired of television, and he asks Ann to

turn it off. She hesitates because she likes the song being

played. Father reminds Ann that she has the record and again

asks her to turn off the television.

DIALOGUE

Papa: Ana, apaga la televisiOn. Ann, turn off the television.

Ana: Papa, me gusta esta canciOn. Dad, I like this song.

Papa: Tienes el disco, Lverdad? You have the record, right?

Ana: Si, es verdad. Yes, it's true.

Papa: Pues, apaga la Wells turn off the

televisiOn, por favor, television, please.

SUPPLEMENTARY

veinte y uno
veinte y dos
veinte y tres
veinte y cuatro
veinte y cinco

- twenty-one
- twenty-two
- twenty-three
- twenty-four
- twenty-five

veinte y seis -

veinte y siete -
veinte y ocho -

veinte y nueve -
treinta

twenty-six
twenty-seven
twenty-eight
twenty-nine
thirty

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Matching Select three pupils to hold each of the three Visual

Cue Cards. Use the record to play short segments of this les-

son's dialogues. The pupil who holds the card that matches the

segment being played, holds his card high. If a pupil fails to

hold up his card at the proper time, he is replaced by the

pupil who prompts him.

2. Ask groups of pupils to practice the dialogues at home or after

school with the record. Assign the pupils to give their dia-

logues in front of the class using the actual objects and appro-

priate gestures.
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PREPARING TO GO SHOPPING LESSON 37

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Mother tells Linda and Peter to get out of bed.
Linda says that it is Saturday, and Peter reminds his mother
that there is no school. When Mcther says they are going
shopping, Linda asks if the weather is nice.

Visual Cue Cards Now I'll read the English expressions for
the dialogue to you as I hold up the cards'.

DIALOGUE

Linda:
Pedro:
Mama:

Linda:
Mama:

iLinda, Pedro, levantense!
Hoy es sabaclo, mama.
No hay clases.
Hoy vamos de compras.

Liace buen tj.empo?
Si. iLevantense!

Linda, Peter, get up!
Today is Saturday, Mama.
There are no classes.
Today we are going shop-

ping.
Is the weather nice?
Yes. Get up!

SUPPLEMENTARY

domingo - 7unday lunes Monday martes - Tuesday
miercoles - Wednesday

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Clue Practice the dialogue with the record and Visual Cue
Cards. Then try this game. Divide the class into teams,
Row 1, Row 2, Row 3, etc. Orally give the first or first and
second words of a Spanish expression from this dialogue. The

pupils in the first seat of each row compete to see which team
can give the complete expression first. That team scores a
point. Give the next clue. The pupils in the second seat of
each row now have the chance to complete the expression. Con-
tinue in the same way.

2. The last person in each row tells the two pupils in front of
him to get up--Ana, Jose, levantense. These two pupils stand
up and answer--Hoy es sabadn, Taloa Oam6). No hay clases.
Continue the practice with fourth pupil from the rear in each
row giving the first expression.

LANGUAGE HINTS

The "d" between two vowels, as in sabado, is pronounced softly
like the "th" in the English word "they."
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SHOPPING AT THE FOOD STORE LESSON 38

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Diane and Linda are at the store buying hamburger and

soda for a school picnic. They carefully check the price of each

item. Diane asks how much the hamburger costs and Linda says

three dollars. Diane then asks where the soda is. Linda shows

her. At the checkout counter, Diane asks Linda where the money

is. Unfortunately, Linda has forgotten it.

Visual Cue Cards Here are the cards for this lesson's dialogue.

Watch each picture carefully so you can associate it with the

expression.

DIALOGUE

Diana:

Linda:
Diana:
Linda:
Diana:
Linda:

uinto cuesta la
hamburguesa?

Cuesta tres dOlares.
aOnde estAn los refrescos?
Aqui estAn.
Linda, Zel dinero?
iAy, se me olvid6!

$ UPPLENENTARY

jueves - Thursday

How much is the
hamburger?

It costs three dollars.
Where is the soda?
Here it is.
Linda, the money?
Oh, I forgot it!

viernes - Friday sAbado - Saturday

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Practice the dialogue with the record and the Visual Cue Cards.

2. Question-Answer Practice Hold up the first card and gdve the
first expression of the dia1ogue4Cugnto cuesta la hamburguesa?

The pupil who answers correctly-Cuesta tres dOlares, is given

the card. He asks the question and gives the card to the pupil

who gives the correct answer. Do this three times. Hold up

the second card and ask the next question-06nde est6n los

refrescos? The pupil who answers-Aqui estin, is given the card.
Continue the same procedure with the last question-Linda. Zel

dinero? and its answer-iAxl_se me olvid6!

3. Planning for the next lesson Ask a pupil to bring two or more

shirts to class. Ask him to make a price tag for each shirt.
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SHOPPING AT THE FOOD STORE (Continued) LESSON 38

LANGUAGE HINTS

1. Be sure your pupils place the stress on the correct syllable

in the Spanidh word d6lares, (12212-lah-rehs)

2. The peso, is the unit of currency in Argentina, Chile,

Mexico, Uruguay.

3. The words sodas and refrescos are interchangeable. In

Mexico, because of its proximity to the United States,

soda is sometimes used.

Col ombia 1

northern
the word
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SHOPPING AT THE DEPARTMENT STORE LESSON 39

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation In a department store, Thomas asks the clerk (depen-

diente) where the shirts are. The clerk leads him to the shirt
department. Thomas wants to know the price of the red shirt.
The clerk says it costs five dollars.

Visual Cue Cards Keep the "Situation" that I have read to you
in mind. Now look at these cards as I give you the expressions
for the dialogue in Engltsh.

DIALOGUE

Tom6s: j,DOnde estgx las camisas?
Dependiente: Aqui est6n.
Tom6s: LCuAnto cuesta la -

camisa roja?
Dependiente: Cuesta cinco dOlares.

SUPPLEMENTARY

amarillo yellow
negro black

Where are the shirts?
Here they are.
How much is the
red shirt?

It costs five dollars.

blanco
rojo

white
red

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Place the shirts and price tags, brought in by the pupil) on the
table. Play the record. Ask two pupils to use the shirts and
price tags as they pantomime the dialogue. The entire class
should repeat during the first pause. During the second pause)
the pupil who is taking that role repeats alone.

2. Substitution Write different prices from $2 - $10 on the chalk-
board) point to a price and ask-LCugnto cuesta la camisa roja?
Pupils answer-Cuesta (dos) dOlares. Indicate who is to answer by
cues such as-nifios, ntdas eT7--Tign direct pupils to ask the
question, and point to a price.

LANGUAGE HINTS

In Spanish, the descriptive adjective is usually placed AFTER
the word it describes. Examples: la camisa roja, las camisas
rojas, el libro rolo, los libros rojos, The adjective agrees
with its noun in number.and in gender=..
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TEST ON LESSONS 33-39 LESSON 40

BEFORE THE TELECAST

This is the second test of the semester. It will cover the
dialogue expressions from Lessons 33-39. Have paper and
pencil ready.

Answers Test

B 1. Vamos a jugar al bgisbol.
A 2. Vamos al cine.
C 3. Hace mucho calor.
B 4. ZEstgn listos?
C 5. LDOnde estAn mis anteojos?
A 6. Los anteojos estAn en la

mesa.
A 7. LCuAnto cuesta?

Cuesta veinte centavos.
C 8. Juan, Pedro, levAntense.
C 9. Hoy es sgbado.
B 10. Hoy vamos de compras.
A 11. Hace buen tienpo.
C 12. Se me olvid6 el dinero.
0.13. LCuAnto cuesta la camisa

roja?
B 14. Cuesta cuatro dOlares.
A 15. Aqui est6 la soda.

Let's play baseball.
Let's go to the movies.
The weather is very hot.
Are you ready?
Where are my glasses?
The glasses are on the

table.
How much does it cost?
It costs twenty cents.
John, Peter, get up.
Today is Saturday.
Today we are going shopping.
The weather is nice.
I forgot the money.
How much does the red shirt

cost?
It costs four dollars.
Here is the soda.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTrVITIES

1. Corract the test after the telecast lesson. If convenient to

do so, please send a compilation of the test results to the

studio teacher via museum delivery.

2. Play the song, "El Barco Chiquitito," found on the song

record. Have your pupils hum along to the melody of the

song. Then as the words are given for pronunciation prac-
tice, direct the pupils to repeat carefully. Play the song

again so that pupils may sing along. You may wish to write
the Spanish words to the song on the chalkboard or provide

pupils with their own copies.
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A VISIT TO THE SCHOOL NURSE LESSON 41

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Ann reports to the school nurse (enfermera) who
asks what her name is and how she is feeling. Ann gives her
name and says she has a cold. The nurse expresses sympathy
and tells her to sit down.

Visual Cue Cards Remember the "Situation" I have just read
to you as I show you the cards for the dialogue and tell you
the expressions in English.

DIALOGUE

Enfermera:
Ana:
Enfermera:
Ana:
Enfermera:

LCOmo te llamas?
Me llamo Ana LOpez.
LCOmo est6s, Ana?
Tengo catarro.
iLo siento! Sientate.

What is your name?
My name is Ann Lopez.
How are you, Ann?
I have a cold.
I'm sorry! Sit down.

CANCION El Barco Chiquitito

Refer to Lesson 40 for the words and music for this song.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Visual Cue Cards Play the record. Appoint a pupil to hold up
the appropriate cards. Pupils repeat in the pauses. Then,

without the record, hold up the cards and ask pupils to give

the expressions. For variation, hold up the cards out of or-
der for pupils to identify with the correct Spanish expressions.

2. "El Barco Chiquitito" Practice the song. The first line of
each verse is sung three times. Divide the class into three

groups. Signal the first group to sing the line for the first
time. Then have the second group join in singing the second
line. Finally, signal the third group to join the others in
singing the line for the third time. For the second verse,
have the third group begin the singing.

ANGUAGE HINTS

1. Notice that the nurse uses.a6mo te llamas? andjp6mo est6s?
when she talks to Ann who is a pupil. If Ann were an adult$
the nurse would use the questions-iCOmo se llama usted? and
LCOmo est6 usted?

.". "
12. The nurse uses, Sientate, because she is talking only to on

child. If she were speaking to a group of children, she
would use-Sientense.
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A VISIT TO THE DOCTOR

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation After the doctor tells Diane to sit down, he wants

to know how she is feeling. She says not very well. He asks

her if her head hurts, and she says it does. He says, "Let's

LESSON 42

see. ft

Visual Cue Cards Look at these cards for the dialogue as I

give you

DIALOGUE

the expressions in English.

Doctor Ortega: Sintate, Diana. Sit down, Diane.

Diana:
Doctor Ortega:

Gracias,
4C6mo estEts?

Thank you.
How are you?

Diana: No muy bien. Not very well.

Doctor Ortega: duele la cabeza? Does your head hurt?

Diana: Si, me duele. Yes, it hurts.

Doctor Ortega: Pues, vamos a ver. Well, let's see.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Place the Visual Cue Cards on the chalktray for easy reference.

Take the role of the doctor. The entire class responds taking

the role of Diane. Then ask the boys to take the doctorls role

and the girls to play Diane. Reverse this procedure.

Cues Use verbal cues: Todos Niaos (boys), Niiias (girls),

and Esta fila (this row), to designate who is to repeat during

the pauses on the record. In the first pause, cue all pupils

to repeat by saying-Todos. In the second pause, cue sections of

the class to repeat. Use-Nis alto (louder), when appropriate.

LANGUAGE HINTS

4Te duele la cabeza? is used by the doctor (an adult) to ask

Ann (a younger person) if her head hurts. Another form of the

question, Le duele la cabeza?, would be used by a pupil (a

younger person) if he addresses an adult.
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A VISIT TO THE EYE DOCTOR LESSON 43

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Peter is at the eye doctor having his new glasses
fitted. Doctor Lorca asks Peter if his eyes hurt, and he says
they do not. He asks Peter if he likes his glasses. Peter

says he likes them very much.

Visual Cue Cards Watch as I show you the cards for the dia-
logue and tell you in English what the persons are saying.

DIALOGUE

Doctor Lorca:
Pedro:
Doctor Lorca:

Pedro:

SUPPLEMENTARY

diez - ten

Te duelen los ojos?
No, doctor.
Y los anteojos,

Lte gustan?
Si, me gustan mucho.

Do your eyes hurt?
No, Doctor.
And the glasses,

do you like them?
Yes, I like them a lot.

veinte - twenty treinta - thirty

SUGGESTED FOLLOVI=UP ADTIVITIE

1. A Line a Row Play the record. Have the first row imitate
during the pause for the first line of dialogue4,Te duelen

los ojos? The second row imitates during the pause for the

second line of dialogue-No, doctor. The third row imitates
during the pause for the third line of dialogue-Y los anteojos,

Lte gustan? The remaining rows imitate during the pause for th

the fourth line of dialogue-Si, me gustan mucho. Then, with-
out the record, have the first row give its line of dialogue
followed by the second, third, and remaining rows giving

their line of dialogue. Vary this procedure by assigning each
row a new line of dialogue.

2. Ask two pupils to dramatize the dialogue in front of the class.

Assign certain rows to be ready to cue the pupils when

necessary.

LANGUAGE HINTS

Because the word doctor is a cognate, it can easily be mis-

pronounced in Spanish. Pronounce it (dohk-tohr) with a stres

on the last syllable.
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A VISIT TO THE DENTIST LESSON 44

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Situation Michael's tooth hurts and he visits the dentist.
The doctor asks him to open his mouth. After the examination,
Michael asks if there is a cavity. The dentist says there islc

and it's a big one.

Visual Cue Cards Now that I've read the "Situation" to you,
look at the cards for this lesson. Watch each picture care-
fully so you can associate it with the dialogue expressions
that 1 will now give in English.

DIALOGUE

El dentista: Sientate. Sit down.

Miguel: Me duele un diente. My tooth hurts.
El dentista: Abre la boca,por favorv.Open your mouth, please.
Miguel: j:Tengo una cavidad? Do I ha-e a cavity?
El dentista: Si, y grande. Yes, and it's a big one.

_

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Verbal Cues Play the record. Hold up each Visual Cue Card
that illustrates the Spanish expression heard on the record.
Use verbal cues to indicate who is to repeat in the pauses.
Always ask the complete class to repeat, todos, before
asking sections of the class to repeat.

2. Assign different rows to be responsible for different lines
of this dialogue. For example: Row 1-Sientate, Row 2-Me
duele un diente, etc. Teach each row its expression using
the record as necessary. Then choose two pupils to play the
roles in this dialogue, If one of these pupils forgets his
line, the row that is responsible for that Spanish expression
is to prompt him.

LANGUAGE HINTS

Pronounce the "d's" in cavidad with a "th" sound as in the
English word "though."
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 41 THROUGH 44 LESSON 45

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review
lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" to you. Then I

will show you the paid and read the expressions in English
for each dialogue.

Situation Thomas is talking to Mr. LOpez, the drug store
pharmacist. Mr. LOpezlaks Thomas'how he is feeling. Thomas

says he is not feeling well because he has a cold. Mr. LOpez

expresses sympathy.

DIALOGUE

Seidor LOpez:
Tomas:
Seidor LOpez
Tomas:

Sefior Ltipez:

Buenas noches, Tom6s.
Buenas noches,

6mo estas?
No muy bien.
Tengo catarro.
Lo siento.

Good evening, Thomas.
Good evening.
How are you?
Not very well.
I have a cold.
I'm sorry.

Situation Linda's tooth.hmrts and she tell-slier mother that

she has a cavity. Her mother asks if it'is really so. She

then tells Linda to sit down so she can see.

DIALOGUE

Linda:
Mama:
Linda:
Mama:

Mama, tengo una cavidad.
LVerdad?
Me duele mucho.
Sientate, Linda.
Vamos a ver.

Mom, I have a cavity.
Really?
It hurts a lot.
Sit down, Linda.
Let's see.

Situation Peter is -ick, and mother tells him to open his
mouth so she can give him medicine. He says hR doesn't like

the medicine. After she asks him if his head hurts and he
says it does, she again tells him to open his mouth.

DIALOGUE

Mama:
Pedro:
Mama:
Pedro:
Mama:

Abre la boca, Pedro.
No me gusta la medicina.
Z.Te duele la cabeza?
Si, me duele mucho.
Pues, abre la boca.
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Open your mouth, Peter.
I don't like the medicine.
Does your head huxt?
Yes, it hurts a lot.
Well, open your mouth.



REVIEW OF LESSONS 41 THROUGH 44 Continued LESSON 45

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Place the three Visual Cue Cards in order on the chalktray.

Play the record and ask pupils to repeat in the pauses. Place

the needle at various places in the dialogue. Pupils are to

say, uno, dos, or tres depending on whether the first, second,

or third card illustrates the expression.

2. Assign three groups of pupils to practice the dialogues and

piesent them in front of the class the next day. Remind them

to use appropriate actions and objects as they dramatize each

dialogue. For example, in the first conversation, the

"druggist" may wish to wear a white jacket, as he pretends to

fill a prescription. Thomas should indicate by his actions

that he has a cold.
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 25 THROUGH 31 LESSON 46

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards I will read the "Situations" of the two

dialogues to you. Then I will give the dialogue expressions

in English. Look at the cards so you can associate the pic-

tures with the expressions.

Situation Michael arrives at Peter's home so that they can

practice Spanish together. Michael asks Peter if he has the

record, and he says he does. They agree that it is Lesson

Thirty, and Michael asks Peter to put it on louder.

DIALOGUE

Miguel:
Pedro:
Miguel:

Pedro:

Miguel:

iTienes el disco? Do you have the record?

Si, tengo el disco. Yes I have the record.

Bueno. Good.

Vamos a practicar la cancia. Let's practice the song.

Es la lecciOn treinta, It's Lesson Thirty,

i,verdad? isn't it?

Si, Rigs alto, por favor. Yes, louder, please.

Situation Mr. Moreno has lost track of time. Michael says

it is ten-thirty. Since it is time to go to the playground,

Mr. MoJ2eno dismisses the class by rows. Thomas asks Michael

if he has the ball, and Michael discovers that he forgot it.

DIALOGUE

SeBor Moreno:
Miguel:
Sellor Moreno:

Tomgs:

Miguel:

2:Que hora es? Ahattime is it?

Son las diez y media. It's ten-thirty.

Pues, esta fila, Well this row,

pasen ustedes. pass.

(Continues dismissing each row)

ZMiguel, Michael,

tienes la pelota? do you have the ball?

lAy, se me olvid6! Oh, I forgot it!

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Assign two groups of pupils to practice the dialogue and

present it to the class the next day. After each dialogue

has been presented, each pupil should say his expression

again as the class repeats after him.
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 25-31 (continued LESSON 46

2. Each pupil should have an opportunity to participate in pre-

senting .n at least one of the review dialogues in Lessons 45,

46, and 47. Grade the pupils on their performance on this

lesson as well as in the other review lessons.
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REVIEW OF LESSONS 33 THROUGH 39 LESSON 47

BEFORE THE TELECAST

Visual Cue Cards There are three dialogues in this review
lesson. Listen as I read the "Situations" to you. Then I
will show you the card and read the expression in English
for each dialogue.

Situation In a telephone conversation with Linda, Ann suggests
that they go to the movies. Linda says it is cold. Linda also
says she doesn't have money to go shopping. Neither does Linda
want to play baseball. Ann gives up and says good-bye.

DIALOGUE

Ana:
Linda:
Ana:
Linda:
Ana:
Linda:
Ana:

Vamos al eine.
No, hace frio.
Vamos de compras.
No, no tengo dinero.
Vamos a jugar al beisbol.
No.
Pues, hasta mailana.

Let's go to the movie6.
No, the weather is cold.
Let's go shopping.
No, I don't have money.
Let's play baseball.
No.
Well, see you tomorrow.

Situation After baseball practice on a hot day, Peter asks
Michael if he would like a soda. Michael says he would. At
the soda fountain, Peter orders two sodas. Michael thanks
him, and Peter says, "You're welcome."

DIALOGUE

Miguel:
Pedro:
Miguel.F

Pedro;
Miguel:
Pedro:

Hace mucho calor.
gusta un refresco?

Si. me gusta.
Dos refrescos, por favor.
Gracias, Pedro.
De nada.

The weather is very hot.
Would you like a soda?
Yes, I would.
Two sodas, please.
Thank you, Peter.
You're welcome.

Situation While shopping Mother and Diane are looking for
blouses. Diane finds them. Mother selects a blouse and asks
Diane if she likes it. Diane likes the color. Mother asks
how much it costs, and Diane says it costs two dollars.

DIALOGUE

Diana:
Mani:
Diana:
Mam6:
Diana:

MamA, aqui estAn las blusas.
ge gusta esta blusa?

me gusta el color.
ICIAnto cuesta?
Cuesta dos dOlares.
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Mom, here are tbe blouses.
Do you like th:ir2 blouse?
Yes, I like the color.
How much does it cost?
It costs two dollars.



REVIEW OF LESSONS 33 THROUGH 39 (Continued) LESSON 47

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. 'Visual CUR Cards Play the record and have pupil helpers hold
IAD the appropriate cards. Pupils are to look at the cards as
they repeat each Spanish expression. This helps them associate
what they see with what they say.

2. Assign three groups of pupils to practice the dialogues and
present them to the class the next day. Select a maestro
(maestra) from among the better pupils for each of the groups.
His job is help his group learn the dialogue.
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SEMESTER TEST LESSON 48

BEFORE THE TELECAST

On this last telecast lesson, you will have an opportunity to
test your understanding of the dialogue expressions which we
have been learning this past semester. You will need paper
and pencil.

Note to Teacher: Please forward the completed test results
Follow the sample

Answer

to the litudio teacher.
form on Page 41.

Test
B 1. LCOmo estgs? How are you?

Tengo catarro. I have a cold.
B 2. Sientate. Sit down.
C 3. 2,06mo te llamas? What is your name?

Me llamo My name is
A 4. Me duele la cabeza. My head hurts.
C 5. Abre la boca. Open your mouth.
A 6. Te duelen los ojos? Do your eyes hurt?
B 7. Me gustan los anteojos. I like the glasses.
C 8. Me duele un diente. My tooth hurts.
B 9. Tengo una cavidad. I have a cavity.
A 10. Buenas noches. Good evening.
A 11. No me gusta la medicina. I don't like the medicine.
B 12. Vamos a practicar

la canciOn.
Let's practice

the song.
C 13. Esta fila, pasen ustedes. This row, pass.
C 14. Hace frio. The weather is cold.
B 15. Aqui estgn las blusas. Here are the blouses.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Correct the test. Please send the test results to the studio
teacher. Follw the form belw. Please do not send individual
pupil test papers.

2. Visual Cue Cards Review the entire semester by holding up
Ihecards one at a time. The pupil who first gives the correct
Spanish expression associated with the card is given that card.
The pupil with the most cards is designated the winner. This
is a good review technique to use during the weeks when there
are no telecast lessons.

3. Practice the song "Cielito Lindo" with the song record. The

song can also be found on Page 68 of Singing in Harmony, en-
larged edition. You may wish to write the Spanish words to
the song on the chalkboard or provide pupils with their awn
copies.
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SEMESTER TEST
LESSON 48

School:

Test
Item

RESULTS OF SPANISH 6th GRADE SEMESTER 4 TEST

Teacher: . Enrollment:

No. Correct
Responses

i

I

1. Number of pupils scoring 15 correct:

2. Number of pupils scoring 11-14 correct:

3. 'Number of pupils scoring 6-10 correct:

4 \Number of pupils scoring 1-5 correct:

5.
6.

TOTAL PUPILS

7.
8.

'SUGGESTIONS:

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
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SEMESTER TEST (gomt*nued)

AUTOHARP: G D7

CIELITO LINDO

D

LESSON 41

',owe

De la Sierw. To Mo - re -na Cie - li-to Lin-do vie -

nen ba - jan-do Un par del) ji-tos ne-gros Cie-

li-to Lin-do de

D7

con-tra- ban- do

1

A
limy at mom me Ems ism rol mil our or r um
Far Amalor. Per mon um mammal gm mo moors our mom" rim
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1
Ay ay ay gy

0
Can, t(r no llo-Tes Por-

que can- tan- do se le-gran Cie-

Lin- do loi cor- a -
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GIRLS' NAMES IN SPANISH

English

Alice

Anita, Annie

Anna, Ann

Barbara

Betty

Caroline

Charlotte

Dorothy

Eleanor, Leonora

Elizabeth, Isabel

Ellen, Helen

Eve

Jane, Jean, Joan

Jeanette, Jenny

Julie

Katherine, Kathleen

Lucy

Margaret

Mary, Marie

Mary Ann

Rose

Susan

Susie

alniat
Alicia

Anita

Ana

BArbara

Chavela

Carolina

Carlota

Dorotea

Leonor

Isabel

Elena

Eva

Juana

Juanita

Julia

Catalina

Lucia

Margarita

Maria

Ana Maria

Rosa

Susana

Susita

Pronunciation

(AH-LEE-SIYAH)

(AH -NEE -TAH)

(AH-NAH)

(BAR-BAH-RAH)

(CHA-VAY-LAH)

(KAH-RO-LEE-NAH)

(KAR-LO-TAH)

(DO -RO-TAY -AH)

(LAY-OH -NOHR)

(EE-SAH -BEHL)

(AY-LAY-NO)

(AY -VAH)

(HWAH-NAH)

(HWAH-NEE-TAH)

(H00-14gAH)

(KAH-TAH-LEE-NAH)

(LOO-CEE-AH)

(MAHR-GAH-REE-TAH)

(MAH-REE-AH)

(AH -NAH MAH-REE-AH)

(ROH-SAH)

(SOO-SAN-NAH)

(SOO-SEE-TAH)

NOTE: Remember that the Spanish "r" is trilled. There is no
sound like the English "r" in Spanish.
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BOYS' NAMES IN SPANISH

English Spanish Pronunciation

Albert Alberto (AHL-BEHR-TOH)

Charles Carlos (KAHR-LOS)

Edward Eduardo (AY-DWAHR-DOH)

Frank
Pancho, Paco (PAHN-CHO, PAH-KO)

Frederick Federico (FAY-DAY-REE-KO)

George Jorge (HOR-HAY)

Gregory Gregario (GRAY-GCH-RIYOH)

James
Jaime, Diego (HAI-MAY, DIYAY-GO)

John Juan (HWAHN)

Joseph, Joe Jose (HO-SAY)

Mark Marcos (MAHR-KOS)

Martin Martin (MAHR-TEEN)

Michael Miguel (MEE-GEHL)

Paul Pablo (PAH-BLOH)

Peter Pedro (PAY-DROH)

Philip Felipe (FAY-LEE-PAY)

Richard Ricardo (REE-KAHR-DOH)

Robert Roberto (ROH-BEHR-TOH)

Roger Rodrigo (ROH-DREE-G0H)

Ronald Ronaldo (ROH-NAHL-DOH)

Stephen Esteban (EHS-TAY-BAHN)

Thomas TomAs (TOH-MAHS)
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LANGUAGE PATTERNS AND VOCABULARY

And it's a big one!
And the glasses?
Are you ready?(boys &girls)

Boys
Boys and girls

Close the door.

Colors

Dad
Days of the week.
Does your head hurt?
Do I have a cavity?
Do you have the ball?

record?
Do you like them?
Do you like this blouse?
Do you want a soda?
Do your eyes hurt?

Excuse me.

Fiiteeri cents
Four dollars

Get up.
Gladly.
Go ahead. (You're excused)
Go ahead, Michael.

, Thomas
Good.

Good evening.

Here are the blouses.
Here is the soda.
Here it is.
Here they are.
How are you?

How much does it cost?

is a soda?

_____ .......thtthamburger?

red shirt?
Hurry.

IY grande! 44

Y los anteojos? 43

4Estan listos? 34,40,

Winos 29

Nirlos 29

Cierra la puerta. 26,28

Los colores

Papa
Los dias de la semana,
.,fie duele la cabeza?
jTengo una cavidad?
LTienes la pelota?
L el disco?
LTe gustan?
j.,Te gusta esta blusa?
LTe gusta una soda?
,fie duelen los ojos?

Con su permiso.

Quince centavos
Cuatro dOlares

Levantense.
Con mucho gusto.
Pasa.
Pasap Miguel.

, Tomas.
Bueno.

Buenas noches.

Aqui estan las blusas.
Aqui esta la soda.
Aqui estan.
Estan aqui.
ICOmo est6s?

LCuanto cuesta?

L
L

L
Apirense.

45

32

39

36

37938
42,45
44
46
31,46
43
47
47
43,48

26,28
32

35
36

37,40
30
32
28
26
26,28
30,36

45,48

47,48
40
38

36139
41,42
45,48

36,40,
47

una soda? 35
la hamburguesa? 3e

camisa roja? 39,40
27,28



I did, too.
I don't know.
I donYt have money.
I don't like the medicine.
I forgot it.

I forgot the money.
I have a cavity.

MIND
a cold.

the record.

I like the color.
I like the glasses.

the idea.
them a lot.
this soda.

=WI

Ylm.hete.
I'm sorry.
Is it all right?
Isn't it?
Is the weather nice?
It costs five dollars.

four dollars.
three dollars.
twenty cents.
two dollars.

It hurts (me).
It hurts a lot.
It's all right.

song.

4110111IMP

.0011MIM

It's called "The Patio."
It's eight o'clock.
It's Lesson Thirty.

ten thirty.
two o'clock.

It's true.

Lesson Thirty-one
Let's go shopping.

to the movies.
ONINIIMO

play baseball.

A mi tambien. 27
Yo no se. 36
No tengo dinero. 47
No me gusta la medicina. 45,48
Se me olvidO. 27,28

Se me olvid6 el dinero.
Tengo una cavidad.

catarro.

el disco.

Me gusta el color.
Ne gustan los anteojos.
Me gusta la idea.
Me gustan madho.
Me gusta esta soda.

canciOn.
Estoy aqui.
Lo siento.
LEsti bien?
LVerdad?

buen tiempol
Cuesta cinco glares.

cuatro glares.
tres dOlares.
veinte centavos.
dos glares.

Me duele.
Me duele mucho.
Esti bien.

Se llama 0E1 Patios.
Son las ocho.
Es la lecci6n treinta.
Son las diez y media.

dos.

Es verdad.

LecciOn treinta y uno
Vamos de compras.

al dine.

a jugar al beisbol.

30,32
38,4(
40
44,45
48
41,45
48

31,32,
46
47
46
33,36
43

35
36
28,32
41,45
29,36
36,46
37
39
40
38
40
47
42
45
29,31
36

30
28
46
46
27
36

31
4q

33,34
40,47

33,36
40,47



Let's practice it.
the song.

see.
Linda is absent.
Linda? Is she absent?
Look.
Louder.

Michael is absent.
Mom
Months of the year.
My head hurts.
My name is
My tooth hurts.

Not very well.
Now
No one is absent
Numbers 1-30

Oh!

One moment.
Open your mouth.

Pass.(plural)
. Please.

Repeat (plural)
Really?
Right?

See you tomorrow.
She is in the office.
Sit down (singular)

Thank you.
The glasses are

on the table.
The moneyl
There are no classes.
The weather is cold.

nice.
very hot.

They're on the table.
This row.

Vamos a practioarla. 30

practioar la canci6n.32,46,
48

42,45
32

25

34,36 1

29,31,32
36,46

Miguel est6 ausente. 25,28

Mama 37,47
Meses del alio 33,34
Me duele la cabeza. 48

Me llamo 41,48 I

Me duele un diente. 44,48

a ver.
Linda esta ausente;

estg, ausente?

Mira.
M6s alto.

No muy bien.
Ahora
Nadie esta ausente.
NUmeros 1-30

iAy!

Un momento.
Abre la boca.

Pasen ustedes.
Por favor.

Repitan ustedes.
aerdad?
aerdad?

Hasta maflana.
Est& en la oficina.
Sientate.

Gracias.
Los anteojos estan

en la mesa.
al dinero?
No hay clases.
Hace frlo.

buen tiempo.
mucho calor

EstAn en la mesa.
Esta fila.

42,45
29,36
26,32

31,359
36,43
27,28,
38,46
28
44,45,48 1

46,46 i

28,29,31
35,369
44,46
31,32
45

36

47
25

41,42,44
45,48
29,36,
42,47
4o

38
37
47,48
37,4o
33,35,
40,47
34
34332,46



Thomas is in the office.
Today is Saturday.

we are going shopping.
Turn off the television.

. Two sodas.

Well

TomAs est i. en la oficina.
Hoy es sgbado.

vamos de compras.
Apaga la televisiOn.

Dos sodas

Pues

What is the name of the song? LCOmo se llama la canciOn.
a6mo te llamas?What is your name?

What time is it?
Where are my glasses?

the shirts?
Where are your glasses?
Where is your book?

is the soda?'
is the television set?

Would you like a soda?
Who is absent?

You have the record.
You're welcome.

Mgs vale tarde que nunca.
Poco a poco se va lejos.

ZQue hora es?
LDOnde estAn mis anteojos?

las camisas?
ZLos anteojos, dOnde est6n?
ZDOnde estg tu libro?

estgn los refrescos?
estg la televisiOn?

Vre gusta un refresco?
LQuien estg ausente?

Tienes el disco.
De nada.

PROVERBS

48

Beter late than never.
Slow but sure.

32
37,40
37,40
30,32,
36

35

33,36/
42,4f

30,32
41,48
27,46
36,40
39
34
28,32
38
27
47
25,26,
32

36
29,36
47


